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On-line nonparametric estimation* 

R. Khasminsk:ii * 

Wayne State University, USA 

Abstract 

A survey of some recent results on nonparametric on-line estimation is presented. The first result deals 
with an on-line estimation for a smooth signal S(t) in the classic 'signal plus Gaussian white noise' 
model. Then an analogous on-line estimator for the regression estimation problem with equidistant 
design is described and justified. Finally some preliminary results related to the on-line estimation for 
the diffusion observed process are described. 

MSC: 62G05, 62G08, 62M05. 

Keywords: White Gaussian Noise, on-line estimation, nonlinear filter. 

1 On-line estimation of a signal in a Gaussian white noise model 

We consider an observation process X6 (t) having the form 

X 6 (t) = lt S(s)ds + t:W(t), t e [O, l]. (l.l) 

Here W(t) is a standard Wiener process and e > O is a small parameter. Denote by ~(/3. L) 

a class of functions S (t), t e [O, T] having k derivatives on (O, T) with k-th derivative 
sCk)(t) satisfying the HOlder condition with the exponent a e (O, 1](/3 = k +a): 

• Address for correspondence: Department of Mathematics, Wayne State University, Detroit, MI 48202, USA. 
E-mail: rafail@math.wayne.edu 

* Partially supported by NSF Grant OMS 9971608. 
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2 On-line nonparametric estimation 

The following problem was considered by Ibragimov and Khasminskii (1981): what 
is the rate of convergence to O for the best estimators of S, S< 1 l, ... , S Ckl, as e ~ O, 
and how can estimators with this rate be created? It was shown in Ibragimov and 
Khasminskii ( 1980a, 1981) that the kernel and projecti on estimators S 8 ( t) for a suitable 
choice of parameters bave a property 

~ k °M.J) ( ~ 
sup E{[S"(t)-S(t)]2 +~[s" (t)- s J (t)]2) ~C, 

S E°ï:.(/3,L) i213/(2f3+ l) ~ ¡:;2(/3-J)/(2{3+ l) 
(1.2) 

and there areno estimators with uniformly in 'I:,(/3, L) better rate of convergence to O risks 
(here and below we denote by C, C¡ generic positive constants, which may be different 
and do not depend on e). 

In some applications it is necessary to create a tracking (or on-line) type of estimator 
for S, that is estimators with the property: S e(t +h) is based on S e(t) and observation 
process on the time interval [t, t+ h] only. Unfortunately the well-known kernel and 
projection estimators do not bave this property. 

The tracking estimator for the model (l.l) was proposed by Chow et al. (1997). This 
estimator has the structure of a Kalman filter. Heuristically this estimatoris based on the 
auxiliary filtering model 

dS(t) = 5Cl)(t)dt 

dsCJ\t) = sU+I)( )d . - l k - l t t, J - ' ... ' 
dsCk)(t) = (T8 dW'(t) 

dX1 = S (t)dt + edW(t). (1.3) 

It is clear that the las t equation in ( 1.3) is equivalent to ( 1.1 ). Assuming that the standard 
Wiener processes W(t) and W'(t) are independent and choosing a constant (T8 in a 
suitable way, we arrive at the following estimator for S(t) = sCºl(t), ... ,sCkl(t) (see 
details in Chow et al. (1997)) 

dfy\t) = s<j+l)(t)dt + eZU+~:C'2/3+I) (dX"(t) - S 8 (t)dt), 

j = O, l, ... , k - l (1.4) 

dS~k)(t) = eZCk+~~C'2/3+1l (dX"(t) - S 8 (t)dt), 

subject to the initial conditions S(O) = So,S(J)(O) =S~, j = 1, ... ,k, which reftect a 
priori information on S (O), S Ul(O), j = l, ... , k. 

Denote by Pk(À) the polynomial 

Pk(À) = À.k+I + qoAk + ... + qk-1À. + qk. 

The following result was proven in Chow et al. (1997): 
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Theorem l.l For any choice qo, . .. , qk such that all roots of the polynomial Pk(A) have 
negative real parts, andfor arbitrary bounded initial conditions Sº' ... , S~ the tracking 
fi/ter ( 1.4) has the property: there exists an initial boundary layer fie = C 1e212fl+ 1 

log(l/e) such thatfor t:?: fie the inequality ( 1.2) is valid. 

Remark 1.2 /t is proven in Chow et al. ( 1997) a/so, that the initial boundary layer of 
the orde r e212fl+ 1 is inevitable for any tracking type estimator. 

Remark 1.3 An analogous result was proven in Chow et al. (2001) for the estimation of 
a time dependent spatial signa/ observed in a cylindrical Gaussian white noise model of 
the small intensity e. /t is proven in Chow et al. (2001) that outside of the inevitable 
boundary layer the symbiosis of a projection estimator in the space variables and 
tracking type estimator in the time variable also has an optima[ rate of convergence 
of risks to O, as e --+ O, for a suitable choice parameters of a tracking fi/ter and a 
projection estimator. 

2 On-line estimation of a smooth regression function 

lt is well known that the model (l.l) is a natural approximation for the regression 
estimation model with equidistant design. In more detall, consider the following 
statistical model. Let f(t) E R1, t E [O, l], be a function from }:,(/3, L), t¡n = ~.i= l, ... , n, 
and the observation model has the form 

(2.1) 

where (g¡n)i.:;,n is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with Egin = O, Eg¡n = l and 
cr(t¡n) < c. The natural analogy of an estimator (1.4) is the tracking estimator (hereafter 
we write for brevity t¡ instead of t¡n and X¡ instead of X¡n) 

.Ai) l ;(}+T) qj ( _AO) ) = Jn- (t¡_¡)+ - ln (t¡_¡)+ f!/!::..il X¡ - Jn (t¡_¡) 
n n 2P+1 

j = O, l, ... , k - l (2.2) 

_Ak) .Ak) qk ( .AO) ) Jn (t¡) = Jn (t¡_¡)+ <JHl X¡ - j,j (t¡_¡) 
n 2P+1 

subject to some initial conditions /nº)(O), /n')(O), ... , fnk)(O).The following theorem, 
analogous to Theorem l.l, was proven by Khasminskii and Liptser (2002): 

Theorem 2.1 Let q0 , ••. , qk are chosen so that all roots of the polynomial Pk(A) 
have negative real parts. Let an observation model has the form (2.1), f E }:,(/3,L) 
and <r2(t) < C. Then the estimator (2.2) with arbitrary bounded initial conditions 



4 On-fine nonparametric estimation 

?,!»(O), Jf>(O), ... , fnk)(O) possesses the property: for t1 > C1 n-211~ 1 log n := Ón 

(2.3) 

Remark 2.2 Similar the proof an analogous property of the estimator ( 1.4) it is easy 
to conclude from the results in Stone ( 1980) and lbragimov and Khasminskii (l 980b) 
that the rate of convergence of risks to zero forn - oo in (2.3) is unimprovable. The 

l 

boundary layer of order n -211+1 is also inevitable for any on-line estimator. 

Remark 2.3 /t is easy to apply the estimator (2.2) for the estimation f with the best 
'!!!_e of Cf!!!::!ergence of risk to O for all t e [ón, l]. /t is enough to set, for instance, 

/,/\t)= /n1\te)for t¡~ t< t1+1· 

Proof of Theorems l.l and 2.1 are similar. Making use of the choice parameters 
qo, ... , qk and the recursive form of estimators ( 1.4 ), (2.2) one can find the suitable 
upper bounds for the bias and variance of these estimators. As an illustration, consider 
the simplest case of the estimation problem (2.1) with f E ~(l, L) (/3 = l). Then the 
estimator (2.2) takes the form 

~ ~ qo ~ ~ 

fn(te) = fn(te-1) + n213 (Xe - fn(te-1)); fn(O) = fo (2.4) 

with arb~ary bounded fo and positive bounded q0 . Making use of (2.1) and notations 
lln(t) = fn(te) - f(te), llf(te) = f(te+1) - f(te), one can rewrite (2.4) as 

qo qo qo<r(te)Çe 
lln( l) = (l - n213 )(lln( l - l) - (l - n213 )llf(te-1) + n213 . (2.5) 

lt follows from (2.5) that 

e-1 

lln(t) = (l - ;~3 )e lln(O) - Io - ;~3 )l·l llf(t¡) 
n i=O n 

(2.6) 

e-1 
qo ~(l qo )e-i ( )J: + 2/3 L.J - 2/3 <T t¡ <;,i· 

n i=O n 

It follows from the assumption,B = l that Jllf(t¡)J ~ L/n. Thus we bave from (2.6) that 

JE!ln(t)I ~ llln(O)Jexp{-:~1~} + cn-1
'
3

• 

So JE!ln(l)I ~ cn-113, as t;::: C1n2' 3 logn, or, equivalently, as te= l/n;::: C1n- 113 logn. 
Analogously one can obtain 

C e-1 
~aril (P\ < - ~(l - ~)2(e-i) < cn-2/3 

n v J - 4/3 LJ 2/3 - • 
n i=O n 
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These upper bounds for IEón(l)I, Varón(t) imply tbe assertion of tbe Theorem 2.1 for 
the case p = l. o 

3 On-line estimation for the diffusion observed process 

Recently we started (together with Y. Golubev) to study tbe problem of on-line 
estimation of an unknown signal S (t) for the case of a diffusion observed process. A 
preliminary result concems estimating a signal of the smootbness a, O < a ~ l only. 

Assume that an observed process is a solution of tbe stochastic differential equation 
onR1 

dX8 (t) = F(t, Xs(t), S (t))dt + t:<r(t, X8 (t))dw(t); X6 (0) = Xo· (3.1) 

(lt is a natural generalization of an observation model (l.l)) Here S(t) : R1 H R1 is 
an unknown function, and the problem is to estimate this function on the interval (O, T) 
making use of X6 (t), O~ t~ T. Let the following conditions hold: 

Al. The functions F, <r are Lipschitzian with respect to all variables, and <r is 
bounded. 

A2. The function S (t) satisfies the HOlder condition 

IS(t +h) - S(t)I ~ Llhl'\ O< a~ l. 

A3. For some positive C¡ and all O ~ t ~ T, x E R1, S E R1 tbe inequality 
C 1 ~ l oF~t·S) l ~ C2 boids. 

We consider the following on-line estimator S 6 (t) 

ds 
_ dXs(t) - F(t, Xs(t), S 8 (t))dt. S (O) _ s<ºl 

s(t) - / , s - · 
y8 F5 (t, Xs(t), S s(t)) 

(3.2) 

2 
Theorem 3.1 Under conditions Al - A3 the estimator (3.2) with Ys = ksïii+ï (k is an 
arbitrary positive constant) has the property 

EIS s(t) - s (t)l2 ~ Ct:~I (3.3) 

as t> csi:+1 log(l/s) (here C is large enough, but independent of s). 

Proof. Introduce S 6(t) = (20)- 1 .k_1 exp{-~}S(u)du. It is easy to see from A2 that 

IS o(t) - S (t)I ~ c3óª, IS ~(t)I ~ c3ó°'-1. (3.4) 

Introduce a new process x6(t) =S 8 (t) - S 6(t). Then we bave from (3.1) and (3.2) 

l s<r(t, Xs(t)) , 
dx0(t) = -ó8 (t)dt + dw(t) - S 6(t)dt. (3.5) 

% YsF~ (t, X8 (t), S s(t)) 
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Here we denote 

On-line nonparametric estimation 

~e(t) = F(t, Xe( t), S (t)) - F(t, X6 (t), S 0(t) + x0(t)) 

F~(t, X6 (t), S 0(t) + x0(t)) 

The equation (3.5) and Ito formula imply 

It follows from A3 and (3.4) that 

( ) 
A ( ) _ ( ) F(t, X6 (t), S (t)) - F(t, X6 (t), S 0(t)) 

x0 t 1J.6 t - x0 t ----------
F~(t, Xe(t), S o(t) + Xo(t)) 

)
F(t,X6 (t),S 0(t))- F(t,X6 (t),S 0(t) + x0(t)) 

+xo(t ' 
Fs(t, Xe(t), S 0(t) + x0(t)) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

C2 C1 2 C1 2 s -C lxo(t)llS (t) - S o(t)I - -lxo(t)I s C4lxo(t)I~ - -C lxo(t)I . (3.8) 
1 C2 2 

Denote V5(t) = E[x0(t)] 2• Then it is clear from (3.7), (3.4) and (3.8) that 

(3.9) 

for small enough positive constant k1 and large enough constant k2 (both independent of 
e, ó, Ye). Now choose the parameters '5, Ye as r5 x eZ:+1, Ye x eZ:+1. Then we obtain from 
(3.9) for some positive constants k3, k4 independent of e the inequality 

(3.10) 

It follows from (3.10) that 

(3.11) 

The initial value V0(0) = s<0l - S 0(0) is bounded. Thus we can conclude from 
(3.11) that V0(t) s Ce2a"'!1, as t> Ce2a~1 log(l/e). Note now that EIS 6 (t)-S(t)l 2 s 
2 V0(t) + 21S 0(t) - S (t)i2. The theorem follows from these upper bounds and (3.4 ). o 

Remark 3.1 !t follows from the s.I that the rate of convergence in Theorem 3.1 is 
unimprovable: it is unimprovable even for the case F(t, x, S) = S, cr(t, x) = l. 
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5 Concluding remark 

The estimators (1.4), (2.2), (3.2) can be used for extrapolation too. For instance, the 
ex pression 

k hj~ 
fn(tl +h) = L: --:¡ fn(t1) 

. o l· ¡= 

can be used for estimation of f(t1 +h) on the basis of observations X1n •... , Xin· 1t is not 
bard to check with help of Theorem 2.1 that 

Elfn(tl +h) - f(t¡ + h)l2 ~ C max{h, n-2P~ 1 }2/3, 

and better rate of convergence of risk is unattainable. 
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Resum 

Es presenta un recull d'alguns resultats recents en estimació no-paramètrica en línia. El primer resultat 
tracta d'una estimació en línia per a un senyal suau S(t) en el model clàssic "senyal més soroll blanc 
Gaussià (GWN)". Aleshores es descriu i justifica un estimador en línia anàleg pel problema d'estimació 
de regressió amb disseny equidistant. Finalment, es descriuen alguns resultats preliminars en relació 
a l'estimació en línia pel procés de difusió observada. 

MSC: 62G05, 62G08, 62M05. 

Paraules clau: soroll blanc Gaussià, estimació en línia, filtres no linials 
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Asymptotic normality of the integrated square error 
of a density estimator in the convolution model 

C. Butucea* 

Université de Paris 

Abstract 

In this paper we consider a kernel estimator of a density in a convolution model and give a central limit 
theorem for its integrated square error (ISE). The kernel estimator is rather classical in minimax theory 
when the underlying density is recovered from noisy observations. The kernel is fixed and depends 
heavily on the distribution of the noise, supposed entirely known. The bandwidth is not fixed, the results 
hold for any sequence of bandwidths decreasing to O. In particular the central limit theorem holds for 
the bandwidth minimizing the mean integrated square error (MISE). Rates of convergence are sensibly 
different in the case of regular noise and of super-regular noise. The smoothness of the underlying 
unknown density is relevant for the evaluation of the MISE. 

MSC: 62G05, 62G20 

Keywords: convolution density estimation, nonparametric density estimation, central limit theorem, 
integrated squared error, noisy observations 

1 lntroduction 

In this paper we consider the following convolution model: 

Z; = X; +e¡, 

where X¡, i = l, ... , n are i.i.d. random variables of unknown density f which we 
need to recover from noisy observations f¡, i = l, ... , n. The noise variables e¡ are 
supposed i.i.d. of known fixed distribution, having a density function 1J in L1 and Li and 
a characteristic function (c. f.) <1>77. 

• Addressfor correspondence: Modal'X, Université Paris X, Bat. G, F92001 Nanterre Cedex. LPMA, Université 
Paris VI, 175, rue du Chevaleret, F75013 Paris. butucea@ccr.jussieu.fr. 
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10 Central Límit Theorem in the convolution model 

We suggest here an estimator fn of J from noisy observations and study the 
asymptotic normality of its integrated square error (ISE) 

IS E(fn.f) = J(fn(x) - f(x))2dx. (l) 

Let us suppose for the beginning that f belongs to a Sobolev class W(r, L) of 
densities, i.e. 

W(r, L) = {! density : J E Lz, J l<l>(u)l21ul2r du ~ 27rL} 

where <l>(u) = J exp(iux)f(x)dx denotes its Fourier transform, for some fixed r > 1/2 
and a constant L > O. This roughly means these densities are continuously derivable up 
to order r and their r-th derivative has bounded Lz norm. 

It is known from estimation theory in the convolution model, that the rates and 
behaviours of estimators are sensibly different if the characteristic function of the noise 
decreases polynomially or exponentially asymptotically. We suppose in a first part that 
the noise is "polynomial", i.e. 

where ~ means that the functions behave similarly and s> O such that r> s. 
Let us denote g = J * 1J the common density of Y¡, i = l, ... , n and <I>K = <l> · <1>11 its 

Fourier transform. 
In Section 3, we state our results for different setups. In Section 3.1 we consider 

classes of supersmooth densities in association with polynomial noise. We say that f is 
a supersmooth density if f belongs to the class 

S (a, r, L) = {¡ density : J E Lz, J l<l>(u)l2 exp(2alu¡r}du ~ 27rL}, 

for some a, r, L > O. In Section 3.2 we consider Sobolev densities in association with 
exponentially decreasing noise. Exponential noise means 

l<1>11(u)I ~ exp(-ylu¡s), as lul ~ oo, 

where y, s > O. We work here with a kernel estimator of the deconvolution density 

l n 

fn(X) = - I K~ (x - Y¡), 
n i=l 

(2) 

where h> O is small, K~ denotes Kn(·/h)/h and the kernel Kn is defined via its Fourier 
transform 

(3) 
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Since pioneering work by Carroll and Hall (1988), the deconvolution density was 
already estimated in many setups. We shall cite here only works very much related to 
our framework and problems. Such kernel estimates were used on classes similar to the 
Sobolev class by Fan (1991a), who computed the rates of convergence of the minimax 
L2 risk. Recently wavelet estimators were proven to attain the same rates on Besov 
bodies and these rates are known to be optimat in the minimax approach, see Fan and 
Koo (2002). 

In the setup of Sobolev densities, Goldenshluger ( 1999) generalized the minimax 
rate for estimating f with pointwise risk to adaptive (to the Sobolev smoothness) rates 
when the noise is either polynomial or exponential (without loss of rate in this last 
case). Efromovich (1997) computed exact asymptotic risks (pointwise and in Li norm) 
for estimating Sobolev densities in the presence of exponentially decreasing noise. 

The kernel estimator in (2) (with adequate bandwidth) was proven to be minimax for 
estimating supersmooth densities with polynomial noise in Butucea (2004) and with 
exponential noise in Butucea and Tsybakov (2003). The same kernel estimator was 
proven asymptotically normal when the noise is either polynomial or exponential in 
Fan (199lb) and Fan and Liu (1997). 

Here we study the asymptotic normality of the ISE in (l) and will discuss severa! 
important applications of results issued from these computations. Such computations 
can be found in Hall (1984) for a nonparametric density estimator with direct 
observations. His study is a direct application of a Central Limit Theorem of degenerate 
U-statistics of second order. He motivates this by the practica! use in simulations of ISE 
as a measure of the performance of a density estimator. The main goal is to evaluate en 
and <r n such that 

when h ---+ O and n ---+ oo. This subject is strongly related to estimating the Li norm 
of the density f from noisy observations. Indeed, a natural estimator d'fi of 11!11~ can 
be decomposed such that one of the terms is the degenerate second order U-statistic S2 

defined later in (8). For not too smooth densities S2 is the dominating term and this gives 
the rate of estimating 11!1@. Estimating the Li norm of a density is furthermore useful 
for nonparametric testing in the convolution model. These problems will be soon the 
subject of scientific communications. 

Another related problem can be further investigated starting with these calculations, 
namely that of bandwidth selection for the kernel deconvolution density estimator fn 
in (2), via cross-validation. 

2 Results 

As a first step it is natural to replace en by E ¡[IS E(fn, J)] also denoted by MIS E(fn. J) 
for mean integrated square error. F rom now on P ¡, E¡, and V¡ denote the probability, 
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the expectation and the variance when the true underlying density of the model is f. We 
may use constants e, C, C', ... which are different throughout the whole proof. 

Note that the density of our observations is g= f *r¡. We note next that 

IS E(fn, J) = f Un(x) - E ¡[fn(x)] +E ¡[fn(x)] - f(x)) 2dx 

= f Un(x) - E¡[fn(x)])2dx + f <E¡[fn(x)] - f(x))2dx. 

Indeed, the cross product term is null, see Lemma 2. We replace from now on E ¡[fn(x)] 

by its value Kh * f. Then 

MIS E(fn.f) = E¡[IS E(fn,f))] =E¡ r f Un(x) - E¡[fn(x)])2dx]+ f <E¡[fn(x)]-f(x))2dx 

and we write 

ISE(fn,f)- E¡[ISE(fn,f))] =In -E¡[ln], 

where In = f(fn(x) - E¡[fn(x)])2dx. Computation of E¡[ln] and of the bias B2<fn) = 
J (E¡[fn(x)] - f(x))2dx is rather classical in minimax theory. 

Lemma 1 Let fn(·, Y1, ... , Yn) be the kemel density estimator defined in (2) based on 
the noisy observations in our convolution model with a bandwidth h --+ O when n --+ oo. 

Then 

E [In]= l +o(l) . 
J 1T(2s + l )nh2s+ 1 

lf the underlying density belongs to a Sobolev smoothness class W(r,L) with r> 1/2, 
then 

sup E2(fn) = sup f (E¡[fn(x)] - f(x))
2 

dx = Lh2r = o(l). 
feW(r,L) feW(r,L) 

In conclusion, MIS E(fn, J) converges to O, if and only if nh2s+I --+ oo when n--+ oo and 

the bandwidth minimizing SUP¡eW(r,L) MIS E(fn,f) is 

l 
hMISE = (L1r(2s + l)n)-2<r+s)+1. 

Proof We present here only exact calculation of E¡[ln], since the remaining results 
are obvious or not entirely new. We bave 

E¡[In] = ~J (J (KZ(x -y) - Kh * ¡)2 (x)dx)g(y)dy 

= ~(J (J (KZ<x - y))
2 

dx)g(y)dy- llKh *fil~). 
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We know that llKh *fil~ is equal to llfll~ plus some estimation bias which tends to O 
when h ~ O on a smoothness class like the Sobolev class, W(r, L). So, the main term is 

J(J (Kh(x-y))
2 

dx)g(y)dy. UseLemma2: 

~ f<Kn)2 * g(x)dx = -1-<I>(K")~*g(O) 
h h 2nh 

= _l_<l>g(O)<l>(K")2(0) = _1_ f <1>K"(-u)<1>K"(u)du 
2nh 2nh 

l +o(l) 
= n(2s + l )h2s+ 1 · 

D 

Remark that in previous equations and in the following proofs, we compute integrals 
like J (<l>K")2 by actually replacing the c. f. of the noise by lul-s, its asymptotic ex
pression. We do this for simplicity, since calculation would actually need splitting 
integration domain into lul 5 M and M < lul < l/ h, for some large enough, but 
fixed M > O. If M is large enough, <1>71 is almost lul-s and the second integral is always 
dominating over the first and gives the order of the whole expression. For a complete 
and explicit computation of llKnll~ see Butucea (2004). 

Let us look closer at In: 

I. ~ ~2 J ( t(K/:(x - Y1) - K, * f(x)) r dx 

l n n 

= 2 ¿ llKh(· - Y¡) - Kh *fil~+ 1
2 ¿ (Kh(· - Y¡) - Kh * f, Kh(· - Yj) - Kh * f), 

n i=l n i*j=l 

where 11 · ll and (·,·)denote the Li normand the scalar product in Lz, respectively. If we 
denote by 

U¡ = U¡(x, h, Y¡) = Kh(x - Y¡) - Kh * f(x), 

these variables are centred and independent. We get 

l n l n 

= 2 ¿ (llUïll~ - E¡[llU¡@) + 2 ¿(U¡, U1) 
n . l n .. l 

l= '*J= 

= S1 + S2, say. 

It is easy to see that variables in S1 and in S2 are uncorrelated: 

(4) 

for all k, i, j = l, ... , n and i * j. It is necessary now to compute the variance of each 
sum and compare. What we prove in the following is that S2 has a larger variance (in 
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order) than S1, for any h ~ O and n ~ oo. Then we prove its asymptotic normality and 
deduce the asymptotic normality of IS E(fn,J) - E ¡[/S E(fn, f)]. T'he main difficulty 
comes from the fact that S2 is an U-statistic of order 2 and degenerate. Indeed, 

E¡[(U¡, U1)/Y1 = YJ] = E¡[(Kh(· - Y¡)- Kh * f, Kh(· -yJ) - Kh * f)] 

= (E¡[Kh(· - Y¡)] - Kh * f,Kh(· -y1)- Kh * f) =O. 

Nevertheless, each term of the sum depends on n and we apply a central limit theorem 
for degenerate U-statistics by Hali (1984), which he already applied in his paper for 
the ISE of a nonparametric estimator with direct observations. Rere, we bave noisy 
observations and a particular choice of the kernel (motivated by the minimax theory in 
this field) giving sensibly different asymptotic behaviours and rates. 

Theorem l Let fn(·, Y1, ... , Yn) be the kemel density estimator defined in (2) based on 
the noisy observations in our convolution model antl a bandwidth h ~ O such that 
nh2s+l ~ oo, when n ~ oo. Then 

1T(4s + l)n2h4s+l ( ) 
---2-- IS E(fn, f) - E ¡[IS E(fn, f)] ~ N(O, l) 

2llgll2 

where the convergence is in law when n ~ oo. 

Corollary 2 Let fn(·, Yi, ... , Yn) be the kemel density estimator in (2) based on the 
noisy observations with noise having polynomially decreasing Fourier transform antl 
a bandwidth h ~ O such that nh2s+l ~ oo, when n ~ oo. Then In is asymptotically 
normally distributed with 

E Un] = l + o(l) and V [In] = 2Jlgl@(l + o(l)) . 
f 1T(2s + l)nh2s+l f 1T(4s + l)n2h4s+l' 

(5) 

if f belongs to the Sobolev class W(r, L), the integrated square error IS E(fn, f) is 
asymptotically normally distributed with 

MIS E(fn,J) ~ Lh2r + l+ o(l) and V [IS E(fn,f)] = Zllgli~(l + o(l)) 
1T(2s + l)nh2s+l f 1T(4s + l)n2h4s+l 

antl the MIS E becomes minimal (and of the order of the minimax L2 risk) for h. = 
(L1T(2s + l)n)l/(2(r+s)+l) 

l 2r 
inf sup MIS E(fn,J) = Lz<r+s)+I (1T(2s + l)n)-2(r+s)+I. 
h>O fEW(r,L) 

Notice that for constructing a confidence interval of IS E(fn, f) using its asymptotic 
normality, both MIS E(fn, f) and V¡[/S E(fn, f)] still depend on unknown quantities. 
T'his was already noted by Rall (1984). T'he mean of IS E(fn, f) depends on unknown f 
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via tbe bias of fn: B2Cfn) = llE¡[fn] - fil~ tbat we can bound from above by Lh2r. Tbe 
variance of IS E(fn. f) depends on unknown llgll~- Nevertbeless, g is tbe density of our 
observations and can be directly evaluated at a faster rate tban f (tbe same boids for tbe 
otber frameworks). lndeed, not only we bave direct observations, moreover, g is mare 
regular tban f due to tbe convolution (wbicb adds smoothness). The estimation of tbe Li 
norm of a regular enougb density, baving a smoothness > l/ 4, can be done efficiently at 
rate l/ Vfi, see e.g. Laurent (1996). 

Note also tbat if we use another bandwidth h satisfying nh2r+2s+ 1 ~ oo, wben n ~ oo, 

tbe associated MIS E is (l + o(l))/(n(2s + l)nh2s+
1). Indeed, wbatever tbe bias of tbe 

estimator fn is, it is smaller tban Lh2r = o(l/(nh2s+l )). In tbis case, the confidence 
interval I C 1 _6 of risk 8 > O, writes 

IC = [ l ± llgll2 ¡--2 l 
1-6 n(2s + l)nh2s+1 Z1-6/2nh2s+I/2 ~~ ' 

(6) 

wbere z6 is tbe 8-quantile of N(O, l), a gaussian law. 

Proof. Convergence of S1 

Let us compute an upper bound of the variance of S 1• We bave 

V¡[S¡] = :4 .tE¡((llU¡ll~-E¡[llUdl~l)2] 

= :
3 

{E¡[llUillil - (E¡[llU1ll~l)2) ~ E¡[l~~illil. 
In order to evaluate an upper bound of tbis, we develop tbe square of sums in E¡[llU1llil 
and conclude by saying tbat tbe dominant term is given by one of positive terms (this 
expectation being a positive real number): 

E¡r11ui11i1 = J (J (KZ(x- y) - Kh * f(x))
2 
dxr g(y)dy 

= J (J (KZ(x- y))
2 

dxr g(y)dy 

+211Kh *fil~ J (J (KZ(x -y))
2 

dx)g(y)dy 

+4 I (J KZ(x - y)Kh * f(x)dx r g(y)dy. 
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Note that, by Cauchy-Schwarz and previous evaluations: 

I (J KZ(x - y)Kh * f(x)dx r g(y)dy 

I(I 2 )1/2 0(1) 
~ (KZ(x -y)) dx llKh * !112 g(y)dy ~ h2s+l · 

It remains to compute an asymptotic upper bound of I (I ( Kh(x - y) )2 dx r g(y)dy. As 

previously, 

Then, for all h> O small such that nh2s+l ---+ oo, 

and then 

[ 
1T(4s + l)n2h4s+l l C 

V¡ 2 S1 ~ -h = o(l), when n ---+ oo 
2ilgll2 n 

1T(4s + l)n2h4s+l 
----

2
--S1 --+p O, when n---+ oo. 

211gll2 

Convergence of S2: 
l n 

S2 = 2 L (U¡, Uj). 
n .. l 

'*J= 

(7) 

(8) 

The variables in S2 are centred and, moreover, E¡[(U¡, Uj)(Uk, U1)] = O as soon as 
(i, j) * (k, l) and (i, j) * (l, k). Then 

[( 
n ]2] l 2 2 2 + o(I) 2 V¡[S2] = -¡E¡ L (U¡, Uj) = -¡n(n - l)E¡[(U1, Ui) ] = 2 E¡[(U1, Ui) ] 

n i*j=l n n 

If we develop this, we get 

We use again the fact that llKh * fil~ is equal to 11!11~ plus some estimation bias which 
tends to O when h ---+ O on the class W(r, L). So, the main term is the first one. Indeed: 

E¡[(KZ(· - Y1), KZ(· - Y2))
2
] = I I (J KZ(x- u)KZ(x - v)dxr g(u)g(v)dudv 

= ~J f <Mn)~(v - u)g(u)g(v)dudv, 
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where we put Mn(x) = J Kn(z + x)Kn(z)dz. Note that 

Since densities g are continuous functions, even (r+ s - 1/2) - Lipschitz continuous, 
see Lemma 3, they are uniformly bounded over fin the Sobolev class W(r, L) with any 
noise density 77 under our assumptions. Then for any small E > O, such that t:/h -7 oo, 

whenn -7 oo: 

II f <Mn)~(v - u)g(u)g(v)dudv - f <Mn)2 11gll~I 

= II f (<Mn)~(v-u)g(u)-g(v) f<Mn)
2
)dug(v)dvl 

::;; J lf <Mn)2(x)(g(v + hx) - g(v))dxl g(v)dv 

::;; ( (Afll)2(x)lhxlr+s-l/2dx + 2sup1181100 ( (Mn)2(x)dx::;; o (f<Mn)2). 
Jlhxl~E f,71 Jlhxl>E 

This means 
n n 2 l + o(l) 2 

E¡[(Kh(x-Y1),Kh(x-Y2))] = 1r(4s + l)h4s+1 118112 

which implies that 
(2 + o(l))llgll~ 

V¡[S2] = . 
7r(4s + l)n2h(4s+l) 

(9) 

Asymptotic normality of S2• We apply here the following Proposition by 
Hall (1984): 

Proposition l (see Theorem l, Hali (1984)) Assume Hn(x,y) is a symmetric function 

such that E[Hn(X1,X2)/X¡] = O a/most surely and E[H;(X1,X2)] < oo for each n. 
Denote by 

lf 

as n -7 oo, then 

Gn(x,y) = E[Hn(X1, x)Hn(Xi,y)]. 

n 

Wn = I Hn(X¡, Xj) 
i<j=l 

is asymptotically normally distributed with zero mean and variance n2 E[H;(X¡, X2)] /2. 
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We apply thís result to 
n 

n2S2/2 = ¿(U;, U1). 
i<j=l 

We bave seen already that thís U-statistíc is degenerate and that 

2 llgl@ + o(l) 
E¡[(U¡, Ui) ] = n(4s + l)h4s+1 < oo. 

In order to check (10) we evaluate and bound from above E ¡[G~(Y1 , Y2)] and 
E¡[(U¡, Ui)4]. First, if we replace U1 and U2 and we keep the dominant term in the 
expectation: 

E¡[(U¡,Ui)4] :$ J(J ;1 Kn(u~y1 )Kn(u~y2 )f g(y¡)g(y2)dy1dY2 

:$ ;3 I~ ( Kn ( z + Y2 ~ Yl) Kn(z)dz r g(y¡ )g(y2)dy1 dy2 

:$ ;3 J R'J,(y2 - y¡)g(y¡)g(y2)dy¡dy2. 

where ffl(z) =<J ~(z + u)~(u)du)4 = (M"(z))4. As in the previous part of this proof, 
we need to evaluate 

Thus, 
c/h8s+3 C' 

E¡[(U1,Uú
4
J/(n(E¡[(U1,U2)

2
])

2
) :$ n/hBs+2 :$ nh = o(l) (11) 

and this proves the first part of (10). 
Now, recall (4) and write 

Gn(y1,Y2) = f <U1(·, h, y¡), U3(·, h,y3))(U2(-, h,y2), U3(·, h,y3))g(y3)dy3. 

Wehave 

By changing the variable, the fust term on the right-hand side becomes 

~J Kn (u+ Y
3 ~ YI )K(u)du = M~(y3 -y¡), 
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where again Mn(z) = J Kn(u + z)Kn(u)du. Then, when we replace this into 
Ef[G~(Y1 , Y2)], we keep only the dominant term: 

Ej[G~(Y¡. Y2)] ~I I (I MZ(y3 _ Y1)Mh(y3 _ Y2)g(y3)dy3 r g(y¡)g(y2)dy¡dy2 

l I I l ( ( Y2 - y¡ ) )
2 

~ h h Mn z + h Mn(z)g(y2 + hz)dz g(y¡)g(y2)dy¡dy2 

~ ~I f~I(Mn)2 (z + y2 ~ Yi) (Mn)2(z)g(y2 + hz)dzg(y¡)g(y2)dy¡dy2 

~ c~f J QZ(y2 - y¡)g(y¡)g(y2)dy¡dy2. 

where we used Jensen inequality, the fact that densities g are uniformly bounded by a 
constant C depending only on r, s, L. We denoted by 

Q'1(z) = (I(Mn)2(z + x)(Mn)2(x)dx)2. 

Similarly to previous calculation of EJ[(U1, Ui)2] 

Thus, 

EJ[G~(Y1, Y2)]/(Ef[(U1, Ui)2])2 ~C"' h= o(l). (12) 

Inequalities (11) and (12) imply verification of (10) and the proof of asymptotic 
normality. Thus, together with (9), we get the theorem: IS E(fn, f) - MIS E(fn, f) is 
asymptotically normally distributed with mean O and variance 2llg11V(11"(4s + l)n2h4

s+I ). 

If we take in consideration Lemma l, plus simple computations, we get the Corollary. 
D 

3 Other frameworks 

We study here the same problem in the framework of supersmooth densities observed 
with polynomial noi se (Section 4.1) and that of Sobolev densities with exponential noise 
(Section 4.2). As it is known from deconvolution density estimation, the bandwidth 
minimizing MIS E provides much slower rates for smoother noise distribution. 
Smoother is the noise, barder is the deconvolution problem and slower is the 
convergence rate to the asymptotic gaussian law. 
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3.1 5upersmooth densities and polynomial noise 

In the previ ous context, condition nh2s+ 1 -+ oo was necessary to ensure consistency of 
the MIS E, but we only need the more classical, less restrictive condition nh -+ oo in 
order to bave S 1 converging in probability to O (see (7)) and for the asymptotic normality 
of the IS E, see (l l) necessary to get (10). The fact that f was in the Sobolev class 
allowed us to evaluate the bias term in MIS E and to rninimize over h > O the MIS E. 
If we consider instead of Sobolev smoothness classes, a class S (a, r, L) of supersmooth 
densities fas defined in the Introduction. We know (see Butucea (2004)) that 

B
2
<fn) =J (E¡[fn(x)] - f(x))

2 du~ Lexp(- ~~). 

Theorem 3 Let fnC Y1, ... , Yn) be the kernel density estimator in (2) based on noisy 
observations with noise having polynomially decreasing Fourier transform and a 
bandwidth h -+ O such that nh2s+ 1 -+ oo, when n -+ oo. Then Theorem I holds. 

Moreover, In is asymptotically normally distributed with mean and variance given by (5) 
in Corollary 2; if f belongs to the class S (a, r, L), the integrated square error IS E<fm J) 
is asymptotically normally distributed with 

( 2a) l + o(l) 211gllª(l + o(l)) 
MIS E(fn, J) ~L exp --¡¡ + 1l'(2s + l)nh2s+l and V¡[IS E<fn, J)] = 7r(4s + l)n2h4s+l 

and the M IS E becomes minimal for 

h (logn 2s-r+l
1 1 

)-l/r 
* = 2a - 2ar og og n 

giving 

inf sup MIS E(fn, J) = og n 
l (l )(2s+l)/r 

h>O JES(a,r,L) 7r(2s + l)n 2a 

The main density being here much smoother than the variance, we can at the same 
time choose a bandwidth h that rninimizes the MISE<fn,f) and makes the bias term 
exp( - 2a/ hr) negligible. Indeed, consider, 

(
l )-1/r 

h= ~:n - ..jlogn (13) 

Then h/h. -+ l, when n-+ oo, 

exp (- ~~) = exp (- ~7) exp (-2a ..jlog n + 
2
s: 

1 
log log n) = o ( exp (- ~7)) 

and thus 
MIS E(f, J) _ l + o(l) = l + o(l) 

n• - 1r(2s + l)nh2s+l 7r(2s + l)nhzs+l 

and the confidence interval can be written as in (6) for the bandwidth h in (13). 
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3.2 Sobolev densities and exponential noise 

The situation changes completely if the noise is exponentially smooth. From Butucea 
and Tsybakov (2003) we know 

E Un] = hs-l(l + o(l)) exp ( 2'Y) 
J 2nysn hs 

and this has to be o(l) as a necessary condition for the MIS E to be consistent. 

Theorem 4 Let fnh Y1, ... , Yn) be the kemel density estimator defined in (2) based on 
noisy observations with noise having exponentially decreasing Fourier transform in our 
convolution model and a bandwidth h ~ O such that hs-l exp(2y/hs)/n ~ O, when 
n ~ oo. Then 

21íysn
2 

(IS E(f, J) E [IS E(f, f)l) N(O l) 
hs-1 exp(4y/hs)llgll~ n• - J ll• ~ ' 

where the convergence is in law when n ~ oo. Moreover, In is asymptotically normally 
distributed with 

hs-1 hs-111 112 
E¡[ln] = --e2y/h'(1 + o(l)) and V¡[/n] = g 

2
2e4y/h'(1 + o(l)); 

21C'Ysn 2nysn 

if f belongs to the class W(r, L), the integrated square error IS E<fn, J) is asymptotically 
normally distributed with 

hs-1 hs-111 112 
MIS E<fn, J) ~ Lh2r +--e2Ylh' (l +o(l)) and V¡[IS E<fn, f)] = 

2 
g 

2
2 e4y/h' (l +o(l)) 

21C'Ysn 1CYSn 

and the MIS E becomes minimal (and of the order of the minimax Li risk, see 
Efromovich ( I997)) for h* of order (log n/(2y))-l/s 

inf sup MISE<fn,f)=L ogn (
l )-2r/s 

h>O feW(r,L) 2y 

In this case the bias term, the bias term Lh;r is dominating in the expression of 
MIS E<fn, J). 

Proof. Indeed, we can see that 

llKnll~ h2
s-

2 (4y) 
V¡[Si] ~ C h2n3 ~ C (2nys)2n3 exp hs ' 

for some constant C > O, and 

hs-lllgll~(l + o(l)) (4y) 
V¡[S2 ] = 

2 2 exp -h . 
nysn s 
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We can see that V¡[Si]/V¡[S2 ] ~ hs-I /n = o(l) and thus S2 is still the dominating term 
in the weak convergence to the normal law. 

Moreover, j(Mn)2 =(l + o(l))hs exp(4y/hs)/(4¡rys) and finally 

By Proposition l we deduce the asymptotic normality. 

4 Auxiliary results 

~ O(h3 ) + 0(1
3
) = o(l). 

nh 

D 

Lemma 2 Let fn be the kemel estimator defined in (2) with the particular choice of the 

kemel and for arbitrary h > O small. Then 

E¡[fn(x)] = K * f(x). 

Moreover, due to the choice of the kemel the cross term in IS E(fn. J) is null 

J {!n(X) - E ¡[fn(x)]) {E ¡[fn(x)] - f(x)) dx = O. 

Proof For the first part, we use the Fourier inversion formula, the expression of the 
Fourier transform of the kemel and the fact that <l>8 = <l> • <1>11: 

E¡[fn(x)] = J ~Kn ( X ~ Y)g(y)dy = ~J e-ixu<l>K"(hu)<l>8(u)du 

= ;1r J e-ixu<l>K(hu)<l>(u)du =J ~K(x~y)f(y)dy = Kh * f(x). 

Next, 

J (fn(x)- E¡[fn(x)J){E¡[fn(x)] - f(x))dx 

= J {!n(X) - E¡[fn(x)J) E¡[fn(x)]dx - J {!n(X) - E¡[fn(x)J) f(x)dx. (14) 

Now, the first term of the difference, we use again Plancherel formula (saying that 
J p ·q= J <I>P • &1 /2n for any functions p and q in L1 and Li): 

J {!n(X) - E ¡[fn(x)]) E ¡[fn(x)]dx 

l n I = ;¡ ~ (K~(x - Y;) - Kh * f)Kh * f(x)dx 
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l n I (<PK(h ) iuY; ) = - I e-ixu u e - <PK(hu)<P(u) <J)K(hu)<P(u)du 
2nn i=l $1J(u) 

= _!_t Je-ixu (<PK(hu)eiuY; - <PK(hu)<P(u))<P(u)du 
nn i=l $1J(u) 

= J (!n(x) - E ¡[fn(x)]) f(x)dx, 

where <J)K(u) is the complex conjugate of <PK(u) = /[lul ::; l] and we use the fact that 
(<PK)2 =<PK. Then the difference in (14) is null. D 

Lemma 3 l) lf J belongs to a Sobolev class W(r,L) with r> 1/2, then g= J* r¡, with 
r¡ the density of a polynomial noise, is (r + s - l /2)- Lipschitz continuous fanction. lf J 
is a supersmooth density in S (a, r, L), then g is at least Lipschitz continuous. 
2) lf J is either Sobolev or supersmooth density then J and g = J* r¡ are uniformly 
bounded densities, whether the noise is polynomial or exponential. That means, there 
exists a constant C > O, depending only on r, s, L, such that 

sup llflloo ::; C and sup llglloo ::; C. 
J J 

3) lf the noise is polynomial then the deconvolution kemel defined in (3) has 

11
Knll2 - l + o(l) 

2 - n(2s + l)h28 ' 

if the nois e is exponential, then it has 

llKnllª = hs(~;;:(l)) exp(!:). 

Proof. l) If J is in the Sobolev class W(r, L) and r¡ is the density of a polynomial noise, 
wehave: 

lg(x + y) - g(x)I = 2~ lf <e-iu(x+y) - e-iux).pg(u)du' 

l I le-iuy - 11 
::S: 21f lulr+s l<P(u)llun<PIJ(u)llulsdu 

l (J 1 -iuy 112 I )1/2 
::; 

2
n elul2(:s) du l<P(u)l21ul2rl<PIJ(u)llul

28
dU 

::; lylr+s-1/2 (J le-iv - 112 dv)l/2 (l l<P(u)l21<PIJ(u)l21ul2(r+s)du 
2n lvl2(r+s) lul~M 

l )1/2 
+ l<P(u)l21ul2r du 

lul>M 
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and all the integrals are finite, for any M > O large enough but fixed. Then there exists a 
finite constant C> O that does not depend on x or y, such that 

lg(x + y) - g(x)I ~ Clylr+s-l/2• 

We omit the similar proofs in the cases where either the noise is exponential or the 
density f is supersmooth. 

2) Probability density functions f in the Sobolev class are such that: 

lf(x)I = 2~ II e-ixu<I>(u)dul 

~ 2~ (J l<I>(u)l2(1 + lul2')du J(l + lul2')-
1
du t2

, 

which is less than some constant C depending only on r and L. Similarly for g. 
3) For this we refer to Butucea (2004) and Butucea and Tsybakov (2003). o 
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Resum 

En aquest article considerem un estimador nucli de la densitat en un model de convolució i donem 
un teorema central del límit pel seu error quadràtic integrat. L.:estimador nucli és força usual en teoria 
mínimax quan la densitat subjacent es recupera a partir d'observacions amb soroll. El nucli està fixat 
i depèn fortament de la distribució de l'error, la qual se suposa totalment coneguda. L.:amplada de 
banda no està fixada, els resultats es verifiquen per qualsevol seqüència d'amplades decreixents cap 
a O. En particular, es pot aplicar el teorema central del límit per l'amplada de banda que minimitza 
l'error quadràtic integrat mitjà. Les velocitats de convergència són força diferents en el cas de sorolls 
regulars i de sorolls super-regulars. La suavitat de la densitat subjacent és rellevant en l'avaluació del 
l'error quadràtic integrat mitjà. 

MSC: 62G05, 62G20 

Paraules clau: error quadràtic integrat, estimació no paramètrica de la densitat, model de convolució, 
observacions amb soroll, teorema central del límit 
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Abstract 

This paper gives a generalization of results presented by ten Berge, Krijnen, Wansbeek & Shapiro. 
They examined procedures and results as proposed by Anderson & Rubin, McDonald, Green and 
Krijnen, Wansbeek & ten Berge. We shall consider the same matter, under weaker rank assumptions. 
We allow some moments, namely the variance n of the observable scores vector and that of the 
unique factors, 'l', to be singular. We require T' 'l' T > O, where T A T' is a Schur decomposition of n. 
As usual the variance of the common factors, <t>, and the loadings matrix A will have full column rank. 
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1 lntroduction 

We consider the factor model y = µy + Af + e, where y is a p x l vector of observable 
random variables called «scores», J is an m x l vector of non-observable random 
variables called «common factors», A is a p x m matrix of full column rank whose 
elements are called «factor loadings» and e is a p x l vector of non-observable random 
variables called «unique factors». The usual moment definitions and assumptions are 

E(e) = O, E(f) = O, E(y) = µy. D(e) = 'l', D(f) = <l>, C(f, e) = O. 
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This yields the moment structure 

O = A<l>A' +'l', 

where .Q = D(y) and 'l' can be singular, <l> and A have full column rank. 
Notice that 

M(A) C M(.Q). 

The following additional assumption is made: 

T''l'T >O. 

(l. l) 

It is inspired by the Schur decomposition O = TAT', with T'T = Ir and diagonal A > O. 
Obviously p ~ r > m. 

In two recent publications Krijnen, Wansbeek & ten Berge (1996) and ten Berge, 
Krijnen, Wansbeek & Shapiro (1999) studied the problem of best linear prediction of 
f given y, subject to the constraint Ef f' = Eff', where J = B'y is their predictor 
function. Vectors J and y bave a simultaneous distribution. The two expectations are 
taken with respect to this distribution. 

The constraint Ef f' = Ef f' is mistakenly referred to as «correlation-preserving». 
We shall call it «covariance-preserving», although at face value only the RHS expression 
is a variance matrix. We shall use an affine predictor function J = a+ B'y. lt will be 
shown that a+ B' µy = O. Hence the predictor function will become J = B' (y- µy) which 
is linear and unbiased. Consequently the LHS expression will become a variance matrix. 

In their article ten Berge et al. (1999) examine three prediction procedures, due 
to McDonald (1981) -who generalized a procedure proposed by Anderson & Rubin 
(1956)-, Green (1969) and Krijnen et al. (1996), respectively. 

We shall consider the same three procedures. The second and third are based on the 

mean-squared-error matrix M = E (l- J)(J- J)'. Where Green minimizes its trace, 
tr M, Krijnen et al. minimize its determinant, IMI. McDonald uses a different though 
related criterion tr q¡-I E (y - µy - Af) (y - µy - Af)' which he minimizes. Note that 
these authors assume 'l' > O, hence .Q > O. ten Berge et al. conclude that McDonald's 
and Krijnen et al. 's solutions for B coincide. 

In the present paper we shall again consider the above-mentioned procedures, under 
weaker rank assumptions. We shall show that the MSE matrix M is positive definite. 
Minimization of the trace and the determinant of M yields immediately a + B' µy = O. 
Minimization of McDonald's criterion function yields the same result. As mathematical 
methods we use a Kristof-type theorem and a matrix inequality developed by Zhang 
(1999). Finally we show that l) fa, the Green predictor and JK, the Krijnen et al. 
predictor coincide when <l> and A'.Q+ A commute, 2) fM, the McDonald predictor and 
JK coincide when 'l' and A <l>A' commute. 
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2 A Kristof-type theorem 

Two of the three criterion functions can be seen to belong to the class tr P' X, where P 
and X bave dimension p x m. The constant matrix P has rank q. The variable matrix X 
satisfies the constraint X'X = Im. The aim is to maximize tr P'X subject to X'X = Im. 
Define then the Lagrangean function 

¡p(X) = tr P'X - t tr L(X'X - Im), 

where L is a symmetric matrix of multipliers. Symmetry of L is vital. It is justified, of 
course, by the symmetry of the constraint. 

The differential of the function, namely 

d¡p = tr P' dX - tr LX' dX = tr (P - XL)' dX 

has to be zero. This yields the equations 

P=XL (2.1) 

X'X = Im (2.2) 

From these we obtain 

P'P = L2 (2.3) 

l 

P = X(P'P)ï (2.4) 

Which square root will be selected is still undecided. Consider equation (2.4). As 

l l 

P (P' Pt 2 (P' P)2 = P 

it is consistent. The symbol «+»denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse. The symbols «+» 
and «t» are interchangeable in (P' P)+t. The general solution of (2.4) is 

l l l 

Xo = P (P' Ptï +Q - Q (P' P)2 (P' Pt 2 , Q arbitrary (2.5) 

l 

When we use the singular-value decomposition P = F1fiG;, with F~F1 = c;c1 = Iq 
l 

and (diagonal) fi >O, we can write the solution as 

(2.6) 

It follows from (2.5) that 
l 

tr P'Xº = tr(P' P)2. (2.7) 
l 

As we look for a maximum, we bave to take the positive definite square root (P' P)2. The 
solution Xo is not unique, unless q = m. In that case it can be written as 

(2.8) 
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For the connaisseurs we shall examine the second differential 

d2cp = -tr(dX)L(dX)' (2.9) 

When this expression is negative for all dX * O satisfying (dX)' Xo + X~dX = O, a 
l 

maximum has been found. The choice L= (P' P)ï >O guarantees this. 

3 The Green procedure 

As stated we use the MSE matrix M = E(J- ¡)(J- J)' = (a+ B'µy)(a + B'µy)' + 
B'D.B + <I> - B' A<I> - <I>A' B. Obviously a + B' µy = O, as we bave to minimize trM. As 
a consequence Ef f' = B'O.B. Imposition of the constraint Ef f' = Eff' yields then 
M= 2<I> - B' A<I> - <I>A' B. Green (1969) defines the problem: 

min tr {2<I> - B' A<I> - <I>A' B) subject to B'O.B = <I>. 
B 

We introduce C' = <I>-tn1nt. Clearly C'C =Im. This yields the equivalent problem 

max tr<I>~A'n+tc subject to C'C = Im 
C 

We used: A'n+fc<I>t = R'ntn+tntB = R1n.f B =A' B, withA = ntR due to (l.l). 
Application of the Kristof-type theorem gives the solution 

l 3 3 3 _l 
Ce = n.+2A<I>ï ( <I>ïA'n+ A<I>ï) 2 

, 

from which follows the solution 

3 3 3 _! l l l 
Be= n+ A<I>ï (<t>zA'n+ A<I>ï) 2 <I>z +(IP - g+2n2) Q, Q arbitrary. 

The arbitrary component disappears in the predictor expression B~(y - µy), because 

(IP - ntn+t) (Y - µy) =O with probability one (w. p. l). 
Hence we get as predictor 

A ] 3 3 - 1 3 
fe = <I>z ( <I>zA'n+ A<I>ï) 2 <I>zA'n+ (Y - µy). 

The reader can verify that A'n+ A > O. 
An alternative expression is 

Ce= F1G;, 

where we bave used the singular-value decomposition 

l 3 ! 
g+zA<I>z = F2qc;, 

with F;F2 = c;G2 = G2G; =Im. Use was made of the fact that n+!A has full column 
rank (m). 
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For nonsingular .Q the solution becomes that given by ten Berge et al. (1999) in their 
presentation, namely between (6) and (7). 

4 The McDonald procedure 

This approach is based on the weighted-least-squares function 

Clearly 

tr 'l'+ E (y - µy - Af) (y - µy - Af)' . 

E(y- µy -Af)(y- µy -Af)' =(IP -AB')n(Ip - BA') + 

+A(a+B'µy)(a+B'µy)' A'. 

Again we find that a + B' µy = O, now having to minimize 

tr'P+ E(y- µy -Af) (y- µy -Af)'. 

Notice that A''P+ A > O. 
Imposition of the constraint Ef f' = Eff' leads to the problem of minimizing 

tr'P+ (IP -AB') .Q (IP - BA') subject to B'.QB =<l>. 

Using C' = <1>-! B1.Q! we define the problem: 

l l 
max tr<1>2A''P+n2c subject to C'C =Im. 

C 

Application of the Kristof-type theorem yields the solution 

l l l l - 1 
CM= n2'P+A<1>2 (<1>2A''P+n'P+A<1>2) 2

, 

from which follows the solution 

Q arbitrary. 

Finally the predictor turns out to be 

Again we used 

(lp-n!n+~)(y-µy)=O w.p.l. 

The reader can verify that A''P+n'P+ A >O, using 
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An altemative expression is 

where 
l l ! 

.Qï'P+ A<l>ï = F
3 
q a;, 

with F;F3 = a;G3 = G3G; = Im. 
For nonsingular .Q the solution becomes that given by ten Berge et al. (1999) in their 

presentation, namely between (4) and (5). 

5 The Krijnen et al. procedure 

Like Green's this approach uses the MSE matrix Mof J. Instead of tr (2<1> - B'A<l>
<l>A' B), Krijnen et al. use 12<1> - B' A<I> - <l>A' BI which has to be minimized. The first 
thing to do is to prove that 2<1> - B' A<I> - <l>A' B > O. 

Wehave 

2<1> - B' A<I> - <l>A' B = <1>! (2Im - <1>-!B1 A<I>! - <1>!A1 B<I>-!) <l> 

where 

= <1>! (21m - <1>-!B1n!n+!A<1>! - <1>!A1n+!n!B<1>-! )<1>! 

= <1>! (2/m - C'V - V'C) <1>! 

= <1>! [(C - V)' (C - V)+ Um - V'V)] <1>! 

l l l l 
V= .Q+ïA<l>ï and hence V'V = <f>ïA'.Q+ A<l>ï. 

We shall show that all eigenvalues of V'V are positive and less than unity. Pre-(post-) 
multiply the moment structure n = A<l>A' + 'P by <1>!A1n+ (n+ A<I>! ). This leads to 

l l ( l l )2 l l <l>ïA'.Q+ A<l>ï = <J>ïA'.Q+ A<l>ï + <l>ïA'n+qin+ A<l>ï, hence 

l l ( l l )2 <J>ïA'.Q+ A<l>ï > <l>ïA'.Q+ A<l>ï , 

as <1>iA'n+'Pn+ A<I>i >O, and ..l¡ >,:i¡ where ..l¡ is any eigenvalue of <1>iA1.Q+ A<I>L This 
proves the property. Hence Im - V'V >O. As (C - V)'(C - V)~ O we bave shown that 
2<1> - B' A<I> - <l>A' B > O. 

Hence 12<1> - B' A<I> - <l>A' BI > O. Consider then the positive definite matrix 2/m -
C'V - V'C. We use (7.18) in Zhang (1999) which yields 

l 

C'V + V'C ~ 2U' (V'CC'V)ï U 

where U is an orthogonal matrix. 
As C'C = lm we bave CC' ~ lp. This in its turo leads to V'CC'V ~ V'V. The latter 

inequality gives (V'CC'V)! ~ (V'V)!. See Theorem 2.5.5 in Wang & Chow (1994). 
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Finally, we bave 
J 

C'V + V'C ~ 2U' (V'V)2 U 

or equivalently 

2Im - C'V - V'C ~ 2 [1m - U' (V'V)! u]. 
From tbis we derive 

It is easy to see tbat CK = V(V'V)-! leads to the equality 

l2Im - C~ V - V'CKI = 12 [1m - (V'V)! li· 
Hence C K sol ves the problem. It is not clear whetber the so luti on is unique. 

In fact, C K also sol ves tbe related problem 

max tr V'C subject to C'C =Im. 
C 

The (unique) solution is CK by the Kristof-type theorem. 
Application of Zhang's (7 .18) yields 

J l 

2 tr V'C = tr (C'V + V'C) ~ 2 tr U' (V'V)ï U= 2 tr (V'V)ï, 

which again has so luti on C K. We then get the so luti on 

l l l _! l J l 

BK =g+ A<l>ï (<t>zA'.Q+ A<l>ï) 2 <l>ï +(IP_ g+2,n2) Q, Q arbitrary. 

From this follows the unique predictor 

A J J J _! J 

ÍK = <l>ï ( <l>ïA'n+ A<l>ï) 2 <l>ïA'n+ (y - µy). 
For nonsingular n the solution CK coincides with that given by ten Berge et al. (1999), 
namely in (9). 

6 Equality of /G and fx when ~ and A'íl+ A commute 

ten Berge et al. (1999) showed that Ce = C K under their assumptions when <l> and 
A'n-1A commute. We shall prove that fe= fK under our milder conditions. 

When <l> and A'.Q+ A commute we bave <l> = S MS' and A'Q+ A = S NS ', where M 
and N are positive definite diagonal matrices and S is orthogonal. Hence 

l l 

<l>~ (<t>~A'Q+ A<l>~r2 = s M~S' (s M~S'S NS'S M~s 1r 2 

J l 

= SM~S'(SM3NS'r2 = SM~S'S (M3Nr
2 

S' 

= sN-iS 1 = (A'.Q+A)-!. 
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l 

Further <I>! ( <I>!A1.Q+ A<I>! f 2 = (A'Q+ A)-! . 

This yields fe = JK = <I>! (A'Q+ A)-! A'Q+ (y - µy). 

7 Equality of /M and /K when 'l' and ACl>A' commute 

ten Berge et al. (1999) showed that C M = C K under their assumptions when 'P is 
nonsingular. Essential is the expression 

,n-1 = 'P-1 - 'P-1 A<l>! ( Im + <l>tA''P-1 A<l>! rl <I>!A''P-1. 

Under our assumptions Im + <I>!A1'P+ A<I>! is nonsingular because A''P+ A > O which 
follows from T''PT > O and (l.l). When we additionally assume that 'P and A<l>A' 
commute we can establish the equality 

Proof. When 'P and A<l>A' commute we bave 'P = S MS' and A<l>A' = S NS' where 
M and N are positive definite diagonal matrices and S'S =Im. Further A<I>! = SN!T', 
with orthogonal T, a singular-value decomposition. Hence 

'P+ - 'P+ A<I>! (Im + <I>!A1'P+ A<I>! r1 
<I>!A1'P+ 

=s M- 1s 1 
- s M- 1s'sN!T' (Im + TN!S 1S M- 1s'SN!T'f 1 TN!S 1S M- 1s 1 

= sM-1S' -sM-1N!T1 (Im + TM- 1NT'r
1 

TM-1N!s 1 

= SM-1S' -S M- 1N!T1 T(Im + M-1Nf1 
T'TM- 1N!S 1 

Further .Q= A<l>A' + 'P = S(M + N)S', and ,n+ = S(M + N)-1s'. It is easy to see that 

This yields the result. 

Recall that 

and 

D 
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Consider 

l l l l l l ( l l)-] <1>2A1Q+ A<l>ï = <1>2A1'1'+ A<l>ï - <l>ïA''P+ A<l>ï Im + <1>2A1'1'+ A<l>ï 

= Um + E)-1 E, 

= <l>ïA''P+ A<l>ï + <1>2A1'P+ A<l>ï l l ( l l )2 

= E+E2, 

l 

A = <1>! [ Um + E)-1 Er2 Um + E)-1 <1>!A1'P+ (Y - µy), 

l 

JM = <I>i (E+ E2r2 <1>!A 1'P+ (y - µy). 

Clearly 
l l 

[ Um + E)-1 Er
2 Um + E)-1 =(E+ E2r2 as E> O. 

This establishes the equality of /K and fM· 

8 Comments 

l. ten Berge et al. (1999) claim that the McDonald method is undefined when 'l' is 
singular. This is unjustified. What matters is the nonsingularity of T''PT. We make 
that assumption. It implies that A''I'+ A > O which we use severa! times. 

2. Application of Zhang's result shows immediately that CG and CM yield the 
maximum. The Kristof-type theorem shows the unicity of the solutions. 
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to zero in all three procedures is due to Albert Satorra. This yields J = B' (y - µy ), an 
unbiased predictor. 
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Resum 

Es dóna una generalització dels resultats presentats per ten Berge, Krijnen, Wansbeek and Shapiro . 
Aquests autors examinen mètodes i resultats basats en Anderson i Rubin. Me Donald, Green i Krijnen, 
Wansbeek i ten Berge. Considerarem el mateix plantejament però sota condicions de rang més dèbils. 
Així suposarem que alguns moments, com les matrius de covariàncies n del vector de mesures 
observades dels factors comuns i l/l dels factors únics, siguin singulars. Imposem la condició T' l/l T > O, 
essent T A T' la descomposició de Schur de n. Com és usual, suposem que tenen rang màxim per 
columnes les matrius de covariàncies '1> dels factors comuns i la matriu A del model factorial. 

MSC: 62H25, 15A24 

Paraules clau: anàlisi factorial, mesures de factors, preservació de la covariància, teorema tipus Kristof 
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Local superefficiency of data-driven projection 
density estimators in continuous time 

Denis Bosq and Delphine Blanke* 

Université Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris 

Abstract 

We construct a data-driven projection density estimator for continuous time processes. This estimator 
reaches superoptimal rates over a class 'To of densities that is dense in the family of all possible 
densities, and a «reasonable» rate elsewhere. The class 'To may be chosen previously by the analyst. 
Results apply to JRd-valued processes and to N-valued processes. In the particular case where square
integrable local time does exist, it is shown that our estimator is strictly better than the local time 
estimator over ro. 

MSC: 62G07, 62M 

Keywords: Density estimation, data-driven, superefficiency, continuous time processes 

1 lntroduction 

We study a data-driven projection density estimator h in a general framework where 
data are in continuous time. The purpose is to reach a superoptimal rate on a class ro of 
densities that is dense in 'F, the family of all possible densities, and a «reasonable» rate 
elsewhere. The class 'Fo can be previously chosen by the analyst. 

The results are, in some sense, extensions of those which where obtained in the i.i.d. 
case ( cf Bosq 2002a, 2002b ), but in this new context the methods are often different. 

Section 2 contains notation and assumptions. In Section 3 we study the estimator 
over<fo. We obtain a ~-rate with respect to the mean integrated square error, a (In~T)112 -
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rate with respect to uniform error, and a Gaussian limit in distribution with coefficient 
of nonnalization YT. Results conceming the asymptotic behaviour of fr over 'F - 'Fo 
appear in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 is devoted to comparison of Jr with the local time 
estimator fr,o when this estimator exists. It is shown that, in a special case, Jr is strictly 
better than fr,o· The proofs are postponed until Section 6. 

2 Notation and assum ptions 

Let (E, 13,µ) be a measure space, with µ O'-finite, and such that L2(µ) is infinite 
dimensional. The nonn of L2(µ) will be denoted ll·ll. Let (ej. j;;:: O) be an orthononnal 
system in L 2(µ). 

We consider a stochastic process X = (Xr. t E R) defined on a probability space 
(!l,.JI,P) and with values in (E,13). X is supposed to be measurable and such that the 
X/s are identically distributed with density f with respect toµ. 

Denote 'F the family of densities J such that 

00 00 

J= Lªjej. LªJ < "°· (2.1) 
j=O j=O 

The class of the observable processes will be denoted X. Note that two different 
processes may bave the same f. In order to estimate f from the data (X,, O ::; t ::; T) 
(T > O) we use a data-driven projection estimator : 

A kr~ .~ llT 
fr=Lahejwtthah=- ej(Xr)dt, j;;::O 

j=O T o 

and 
kr = max{j : O::; j::; kr, lahl;;:: Yr} 

where Yr and the integer kr are chosen by the analyst. If { ... } = 0 one sets kr = kr. 
We always suppose that (unless otherwise stated) 

k kr ~o o T r ~ oo, T ~ , Yr ~ , as ~ oo. 

If Yr = O one obtains the projection density estimator 

kr 

Ír = ¿ahej 
j=O 

Now 'Fo(K) will denote the class off E 'F such that 

K oo 

J=¿ ajej. ªK *O, and ro= u 'Fo(K), 
j=O K=O 

(2.2) 
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and finally we put 
ri =r - ro. 

In order to study the rates of convergence of fr over ro and 'fi we shall use strong 
mixing coefficients of the form 

a(C, 1J) = sup IP(C n D) - P(C)P(D)I (2.3) 
CEC,DED 

where C and 1J are sub-cr-algebra of .Jl. 
For a given process Y = (Yr, t E /), where I e;;;; JR, one defines its strong mixing 

functions as 

a~2)(u) = sup a(cr(Yh), cr(Yh+u)), u ~O and 
hEl,h+uEI 

ar(u) = sup a(cr(Yr,t:::; h, t E/), cr(Yr. t~ h+ u, t E /)), u ~O 
hER 

with the convention a(.,.) = O if one of the two sub-cr-algebras is not defined. These 
two classical coefficients will be used in the sequel. 

Now the main assumptions and conditions are H1 and H2: 

Ai Pcxs+h.Xr+h) = Pcx,,xa; s,t,h E JR(2-stationarity), 

B1(r) Mr = supj~O JJej(Xo)JJr < oo, where 2 <r:::; oo, 

C1(r) l oo[ (2) ](r-2)/r 
ax (u) du < oo, 

o 

C1 Yr ~ y-y (y >O) and kr ~ TP (O< /3 < l). 

A2 X is strictly stationary, 

B2 = B1(00) M= supj~O Jlej(Xo)Jl
00 

< 00, 

ax(u):::; ae-bu (a> O,b >O) 

(X is geometrically strongly mixing, (GSM)). 

_ (In T In In T) 112 

Yr - T 

Note that A2 and C2 are satisfied as soon as X is an enough regular stationary diffusion 
process (cf Doukhan, 1994). Note also in some situations, one may choose Yr = 
c(1f )112 with constant e large enough. 

Conceming B2, it is satisfied in many classical cases, for example if (e1) is a 
trigonometric system on a compact interval or the Hermite functions over R In the 
particular case where E = N and µ is the counting measure, the natural system 
(lUl• j ~O) is, of course, uniformly bounded. 

Finally some special assumptions conceming local time will appear in Section 5. 
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3 Rates of /r over 'Fo 

lf f E 'To we shall denote K(f) the only integer K such that fe 'Fo(K). The following 
proposition shows that kr is actually a consistent estimator of K(f). 

Proposition 3.1 lf f E 'To, then 
I) if H1 holds, 

P(kr -:F K(f))= O(Tf3+2r-1) 

thus, if f3 + 2y < l, kr ---+ K(f) in probability. 

2) lf H2 holds, 

for each li > O, in particular, if T = Tn i oo with Ln T;;º < oo, for some li > O, then 

kr. = K(f) a/most surely forn large enough. 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

These results show that the adaptive estimator ir has asymptotically the same 
behaviour as the pseudo-estimator 

K(f) 

gr = ¿ éijrei. 
j=O 

The following lemma makes this fact explicit : 

Lemma 3.1 lf M= supj~O jjej(Xo)jj
00 

< oo, one has 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

We now indicate the rates of ir on 'To. we begin with the mean integrated square 
error (MISE). 

Proposition 3.2 lf f E 'To, then 
I) If H1 holds, we have 

2) lf H2 holds, 

E llir - fi!2 = O(T~-/3) 

K(f)l"" 
T.E llir- fll2 ~ 2 ~ Cov(ej(Xo),ej(Xu))du. 

T->oo LJ O 
j=O 

The next statement gives a uniform result. 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 
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Corollary 3.1 

. JI A IJ2 8aoM
2 
Ko hmsup sup T.E fr - J s . 

T ->ao XEXo(ao,bo,Ko) bo 
(3.8) 

Here Xo(a0 , b0 , Ko) denotes the family of processes that satisfy H2 with J E 'To(K), 
K s Ko and ax(u) s ae-bu where a s ao and b ~ bo. 

We now tum to the ll·lloo-error : 

Proposition 3.3 lf J E 'To and H2 holds, then 

(V e> O), (V o> O), P(llfr - !JJ
00 
~ e) = O(T-0

), 

and if T = Tn = nh (h > O), n ---+ oo, 

11 
A JJ ( ln ln T 1¡2) Ír - J 

00 
= O (-T-) , almost surely. 

Finally the limit in distribution appears in the following statement: 

Proposition 3.4 !J J E 'To. H2 holds and T= nh (h> O) then 

VT(fr - J) ==> N 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

where «=:!>» means weak convergence in L2(µ) and N is a zero-mean Gaussian L2(µ)
valued random variable with K(f) + l-dimensional support. 

Proposition 3.2(2), 3.3 and 3.4 exhibit superoptimal rates if f E 'To. In general these 
rates appear if the Castellana-Leadbetter condition holds ( see Castellana and Leadbetter 
( 1986), Bosq (1998) ). Here this condition is not needed; this means that local irregularity 
of the sample paths is not necessary for obtaining these parametric rates over ro. 

4 Asymptotic behaviour of /r over r. 
In order to study consistency of fr when J E 'Fi we need results conceming the 
behaviour of the truncation index kr as T tends to infinity. 

Below the fust statement expresses the fact that kr ---+ oo in some sense when the 
second one shows that kr is not far from an «optimal kr». 

Proposition 4.1 /f J E 'Fi then 
l) /f H1 holds 

P(kr <A) = O(T-1 
), A > O, 

2) !J H2 holds 
P(kr <A)= O(exp(-cA VT)), (cA >O), A> O. 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 
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Now we specify the asymptotic behaviour of kr. For this purpose we set 

q(r¡) =min {q E N, la1I e:; r¡ for all j >q}, r¡> O. (4.3) 

Note that q(r¡) does exist since a1 -+ O, and that, if q(r¡) > O, then laq(q)I > r¡. On the 
other hand r¡ < r¡' implies q(r¡') e:; q(r¡). 

We put qr(e) = q((l + e)yr), e > O; q~(e') = q((l - e')'Yr), O < e' < l and we 
consider the event 

Then: 

Proposition 4.2 If J E 'Fi and qr(e) e:; kn we have 
l) Under Hi, 

P(E~) = O(TP+2y-l ), 

P(E~) = o(T-6)for all 6 > O. 

We indicate two applications of these results: 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

Example 4.1 Under Hi. if la11 ~ r11 (r¡> !) one has qr(e) ~ TYl11, then 2y e:; /3 ensures 
qr(e) e:; kr for T large enough and/3 < ! yields P(E~)-+ O. 

Example 4.2 Under H2 , if la11 ~ apÍ (a> O, O< p <l) andkr >[l +(2ln l/p)-1] In T, 
one has qr(e) ~ 21~[¡p)' 

P(I kr - (2ln l/p)-1
1 > Ç) = o(T-6), Ç > 0, 6 > 0. 

lnT 

In particular, if T = Tn with Ln T;;º < oo for some 6 > O, then 

kT l -
1
-"--+ (2In l/p)- almost surely. 

nTn 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

l 

Note that, from (4.7), one may deduce an estimator of p, namely Pr = T-~ which 
converges almost surely. 

We now may state results concerning the MISE of ./r. 

Proposition 4.3 If J E 'Fi and qr(e) e:; kr then 
l) Under H 1, 

E 11.fr - !W = O(r-<1-p-2y)) + ¿ a]. 
}>qr(e) 

E 11.fr - !ll2 = O(q~~'» + I a]. 
j>qr(e) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 
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Thus if H 1 and conditions in Example 4.1 hold then, taking,B = 217/, yields 

E llfr - !112 = O(T-~). (4.10) 

11 
A 112 ~ 2 when E fr - J = O(T- 2q + 1'). 

Suppose now that conditions in Example 4.2 and H2 hold. Then, if ln T = O(kr ), we 
ha ve 

E llh - Jll2 = o(lnT~lnT), (4.11) 

when, if kr ~a ln T with a;::: (2 ln 1/p)-1, 

E llfr - !112 = O( lnTT ). (4.12) 

In some special cases one may construct a process for which the rates (4.10) and (4.12) 
are the true rates for fr· For example, if (ej) is the trigonometric basis over L2 [0, l], one 
may consider the process 

x, = Y[t]• t E lR. 

where (Yn, n E Z) is a sequence of independent [O, l]-valued random variables with 
common density f. For this process the rates are r-<2r¡-l)f2TJ and In/ respectively. This 

trick has been used previously in Blanke and Bosq (2000) and Bosq (1998) for the kemel 
density estimator. 

Finally, at least in this special case, the loss of rate for h is a logarithm. Thus h has 
a l/T-rate on <fo and a «good» rate on 'Fí. 

We now tum to uniform rate. We bave the following proposition: 

Proposition 4.4 Under H2, if la11 ~ api (a > O, O < p < l), j ;::: O and kr » ln T, if 
T = Tn where L:* < oo for some ó > O thenfor J E 'F1 : 

n 

. YTn 11 A 11 ~ M2 hm sup 
312 

fr - J ::; 2 - ( almost surely ). 
Tn->oo (lnTn) n 

00 b ln(l/p) 
(4.13) 

Note that the rate in (4.13) is almost optimal since the law of the iterated logarithm 
shows that the rate cannot be better than (1n~T) 1 /2 . 

5 Comparison with the local time estimator 

We now suppose that X admits an occupation density (or local time) with respect to µ. 
More precisely we make the following assumption: 
H3 : VT;::: O, 3t'r E L2(µ®P): 

LT cp(X1) dt = L cp(x)t'r(x) dµ(x), ep E M(E, JR.+), (5.1) 
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where M(E, JR.+) is thefamily of !B-!BR measurable positive realfunctions de.fined on E 

(!BR is the Bore/ <r-a/gebra on R). 
In such a situation one defines the local time density estimator as 

{T 
+TO=-, T> o Jj, T 

ÍT,0 is then the density of the empirical measure µT defined by 

1 lT µT(B) = - IB(X,) dt, B E !B. 
T o 

Example S.l lf E = N and µ is the counting measure then H3 is satis.fied and 

l rT 
ÍT.o(X) = T Jo I¡x1(X1) dt, x E N 

Example S.2 lf E = R and µ is Lebesgue measure, H 3 is equivalent to 

liminf ! l P(IX1 - Xsl ~e) dsdt < oo, T> O 
e!O e [O,T]2 

( cf Gema.n and Horowitz, I 980 ). 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

ExampleS.3 /f(E,!B,µ) Ç (E0 ,B0,µ0 ) withµ = g.µ0 andO <m~ g~ m'< oo then if 
H3 holds for µ 0 with local time 4°), it holds forµ with local time tT = 4°) l g. 

Note that, if E =R, the Castellana-Leadbetter condition, 1986 (cf also Bosq, 1998) 
implies H3 under mild regularity conditions, if X is strictly stationary. 

Results and references concerning the local time estimator appear in Bosq and 
Davydov (1999) and Bosq (1998). Note that, in particular, fT.o is an unbiased estimator 
off: E fT.O = f (a.e.). 

Now we need a result conceming the MISE of fT,o· For this purpose we denote t(k) 
the local time of X on ]k - 1,k], k E Z and make the following assumption: 

H4 X is strictly stationary and the series L = L: J Cov (t(l)(x), t(k)(x))dµ(x) 
k;::IE 

converges. 

Note that the Davydov's inequality shows that a sufficient condition for H4 is 

H~ : X is strictly stationary and there exists r > 2 such that 

r [Et(1)(x)tr dµ(x) < 00 and I [ax(k)](r-2)/r < oo. 
JE k;::l 

Now the following statement exhibits superefficiency of ÍT,0 : 

Proposition S.l If H3 and H4 hold, then 

T.E llAo - fll2 ~ L, f E <f. (5.5) 
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Conceming h we bave 

Proposition 5.2 lf H3 and H4 hold, then 

E 11.fr. - !ll
2 

= O(_!:_) +E (l:: a;). T , 
j>kr 

(5.6) 

Note that the key of the proof of Proposition 5.2 is the fact that A = nkr Ír.o where 
nkr is the orthogonal projector of sp(e1, O s j s kr). A similar property for /r has been 
noticed in Frenay (2001). Thus 

llh -nkr 111 s ll!r.o - 111 and 

E 11.fr. -nkr 111
2 

s E ll!T.O - !W= O(~). 
(5.7) 

(5.8) 

Consequently the efficiency of h depends on the «pseudo-bias» E LJ>kr a;. Under 

conditions in Proposition 4.3 this pseudo-bias may be replaced by LJ>qr(e) a; and the 

rates (4.11) and (4.12) do not change. However, h is better than /r.o aver 'To because 

/r.o= LÍ=oªJ,re1, when h has the same asymptotic behaviour as gr = í:~=<r aire} and 
mare precisely : 

Proposition 5.3 lf J E 'To and H2, H3, H4 hold then 

lim inf T.E ll!r.o - Jll
2 ~ 2 fi [Cov (e 1(Xo), e j(Xu)) du (5.9) T~oo ~ O 

}=O 

when 

K(j) roo 

T.E 11.fr.- Jll
2 ~ 2 ¿Jo Cov(ej(Xo),ej(Xu))du. 

}=0 o 

It is easy to construct examples where fo00 

Cov (e 1(X0), e 1(Xu)) du 

j > K(f) ; in that case h is strictly better than /T.O on 'F0 • 

6 Proofs 

6. 1 Proof of Proposition 3. 1 

(5.10) 

> O for some 

Set Br = { 3 j : O s j s kr, la irl ~ Yr}, then, we bave for T large enough and K = 

K(f), lJ'i. => la;rl < Yr s 1ª{1 => laKr - a;rl ~ 1ª{1 thus P(~) s 4Var~r. Now, 
laKI 
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2-stationarity yields 

Varií;r = ~ (T (1 - !: )Cov (eK(Xo), eK(Xu)) du, 
T Jo T 

using Davydov's inequality, see Bosq (1998, p. 21), one obtains 

~ 2 lT U 2r r-2 (2) r-2 2 
VaraKT::;; - (1- -)--2'[ax (u)] r lleK(Xo)llr du 

T o T r-2 

and H 1 implies 

4r~ r-2 roo (2) cl 
where Cr = r-Í 2r Jo [ax (u)] ' du thus 

4cr l 
P(ff_) < -r - 2 T. 

aK 

Now, as soon as kr > K and Yr::;; J!!f, 
kr 

{kr > K,Br} => LJ {lahl ~ Yr} 
j=K+l 

and 

thus 

again using Davydov's inequality one obtains 

P(kT * K,BT) = O(kT 2+Tl) = O(Tf3+2y-1). 

Yr 

Now, since (6.3) implies 

A l 
P(kr i:- K, /f;) =O(:¡), 

(3.1) follows. 

The proof of (3.2) is similar. It uses the following exponential inequality: 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

D 
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Lemma 6.1 Let Y = (Yr. O s t s T) be a real measurable stationary strong mixing 

processsuchthat fo"° ar(u)du < ooandMr = SUPo:_,1.,r llYrllco < oo. Thenforallr E [l,~] 
and all positive constants r¡, K one has 

l LT Tr¡2 /M2 
C 

P(I- Y1 - EY1 dtl ~ r¡) s 4exp{ - r r _
1 

) + ~Mrar(r) (6.9) 
T o c1+c2r+c3Mr r¡r r¡ 

with C1 = 32(1 + K)2 Íoco ay(u)du, C2 = 4c1, C3 = 136(1 + K), C4 = 16(1;K). 

Proof of Lemma 6.1. For q, r such that 2qr = T, we consider blocks of variables 
Vr(j), j = l, ... , 2[q] - l, defined by 

I
jr l2qr 

Vr(j) = (Y1 - E Y1) dt and Vr(2[q]) = (Yr - E Y1) dt. 
(j-l)r (2[q]-l)r 

So, for any r¡ > O, 

l (T [q] T [q] T 
P(IT Jo Yr - E Yr dtl ~r¡) s P(I ¿ Vr(2J)I > 

2
T/) + P(I ¿ Vr(2j - 1)1 > 

2
T/). 

o j=l j=l 

The two terms may be handled similarly. Consider the first one, for example: we 
use Rio's (2000) coupling result recursively to approximate Vr(2), ... , Vr(2[q]) by 
independent variables. For any j ~ l, there exists a random variable v;(2j), measurable 
function of Vr(2), ... , Vr(2j) such that V;(2j) is independent of Vr(2), ... , Vr(2j - 2) 
and with same law as Vr(2j). Moreover : 

E ¡v;(2J) - Vr(2j)I s 2llVr(2j)llco( sup IP(AB) - P(A)P(B)I) 

where the supremum is taken over all sets A and B belonging to cr-algebras of events 
generated by respectively lVr(2), ... , Vr(2j - 2)} and Vr(2j). 

For any positive K, one may write 

[q J T lql T 
P(I ~ Vr(2j)I > 2T/) s P(I ¿ v;(2j)I > 2(1 : K)) 

pl pl 

lql T 
+ P(I ¿ Vr(2j)- v;(2j)I > 2(l :K)) 

j=l 

Since the v;(2j) are independent, Bemstein's inequality (written as in Pollard (1984)) 
implies 
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with the help of Billingsley's inequality (1979), and constants e¡ as stated as in Lemma 
6.1. Moreover, Markov's inequality yields 

[qJ T 2(1 + ) [ql 

P(I ~ VT(2j) - v;(2j)I > 2(1 :\» ~ Tr¡K K ~E IVT(2j) - v;(2j)I 

and the result follows from Rio's coupling result. o 

Now the proof of (3.2) consists in applying (6.9) to the processes (e j(X1)-a j• O ~ t ~ 
T) forj= K, ... , kT. This allows to bound the quantities P(llijT - ajl ~ r¡) for suitable r¡. 
In particular, one obtains 

P(If;) = O(exp(-A Yr)), (A > O) (6.10) 

Technical details are omitted. 
Finally (3.3) comes from Borel-Cantelli lemma. 

6.2 Proof of Lemma 3. 1 

kT 
It suffices to write 11/r - gTll

2 
= 11.fr - gTll

2 
I{fcT*K} ~<L aj;)1{1cT*K} 

j=l 

~ M2krl{fcT*K}• hence (3.5) by taking expectations. 

6.3 Proof of Proposition 3.2 

First we bave, 
kT 

E 11/r - !112 =E <.L:<ah - aj)2) +E <L a]) 
j=O j>kT 

o 

o 

(6.11) 

then, by Davydov's inequality: E(L:;~:0(ah - aj)2
) ~ L~:o Varah ~ Cr ~.On the other 

hand, if J E 'Fo(K), Lj>kT a] = Lj>h a]I{kT<K}• hence E(Lj>kT a]) ~ 11/112 
P(kT < K). 

Now from (6.5) and (6.8) it follows that P(kT < K) ~ P(lihT - aKI > 1ª{ 1
) + O(t). Using 

Davydov's inequality one obtains the bound 

E(¿ a])= O(~), (6.12) 
j>kT 

and (6.11) gives (3.6). Concerning (3.7) first note that, if f E 'Fo(K), P(~ * K) = o(T-6
) 

for each ó > O (cf (3.2)), thus Lemma 3.1 entails E 11/r - gTll = o(T-1 
). Thus it is only 

necessary to study 
K 

E llgT - /112 =L Varah, 
j=O 

(6.13) 
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but using Billingsley's inequality one obtains 

Now since 

~ lT U T.Varair = 2 (l - -)Cov(e1(Xo),ej(Xu))du, 
o T 

the dominated convergence theorem gives 

T.Varair---+ 2 L00 

Cov(ej(Xo),ej(Xu))du 

and (6.13) yields (3.7). 

6.4 Proof of Corollary 3.1 

49 

(6.14) 

(6.15) 

(6.16) 

D 

It suffices to apply Billingsley's inequality in (6.15) and to verify that the other bounds 
are uniform over Xo(ao, b0 , K0) ; details are omitted. o 

6.5 Proof of Proposition 3.3 

(6.17) 

Now, P(llgr - !lloo ~ s) s L:f=o P(lair - a1I ~ K~), then, using (6.9) for Yt = e1(Xt), 
O s t s T; O s j s K, with r= Bin T one arrives at the bound 

l ~ l t: T 3t:/KM2 B 
Pa· -a·>- <4e --

( lT 1 - KM) - xp( In T 16(1 + K)(l + o(l))) 

l +KKM2 

+ 64----aexp(-bBlnT) 
K t: 

For a given <5 >O and choosing B = ób- 1 one obtains (3.9). 
Concerning (3.10), note that (e j(Xt), t E R) satisfies the law of the iterated logarithm 

(LIL) : actually using the LIL for strongly mixing discrete time processes (cf Rio, 

2000) one obtains the LIL for the processes ('z/¡;) = i Jc::l)h(ej(Xt) - a1)dt, i ~ O) 
since these processes are bounded and geometrically strongly mixing. lt follows that 
llgT - !lloo = o(<~:/ )112

) almost surely, hence (3.10) by using (6.17) for T = nh. D 
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6.6 Proof of Proposition 3.4 

Since YT(h - f) = YT(h - gr) + YT(gr - f) and YT llgr - .frll
00 

-+ O in probability 
(see (6.17)), Theorem 4.4 in Billingsley (1979) shows that it suffices to study asymptotic 
normality of 

K 

Vr(gr - f) = L)ªJr - aj)ej. 
j=O 

This is equivalent to asymptotic normality of the finite dimensional random vector 
YT(liòr-ao, ... , ZiK.r-aK) which in turn is equivalent to this of the real random variables 
YT í:f=o À j(a h -a j) ; À ¡, ... 'ÀK E R. Finally using the processes czjJ)' i ~ O), o ~ j ~ K 
and Rio (2000), the desired result follows. o 

6. 7 Proof of Proposition 4.1 

l) Let j 0 such that a Jo * O, similarly as in the proof of Proposition 3. l one obtains 

(6.18) 

as soon as k,. ~ j 0, hence P(kr < j 0) = O(T-1 ). Since f e 'fí., j 0 may be taken arbitrarily 
large, hence (4.1). 

2) (6.18) and the exponential inequality (6.9) lead to (4.2). Detalls are omitted. o 

6.8 Proof of Proposition 4.2 

For T large enough we bave laqr(e)I >(l + t:)Yr· 

l) From Davydov's inequality we get P(kr < qr(e), Br) ~ P(jaqr(e),r - aqr(e)I > t:Yr) ~ 
e, 

e2TYi-º 

Now, if q~(e') ~ kr one has P(kr > q~(e')) = O, if not, since lajl ~ (l - e')Yr for 

j > q~(e'), we bave {fer> q~(e'), Br} ~ Ukr~J>q~(e') !ah - ajl > t:'Yr 

thus P(kr > q~(e'),Br) ~e~~~~) and (4.4) follows. 

2) For proving (4.5) we may and do suppose that q~(e') < kr. Then 

P(E~ n Br) ~ P(fllqr(e),T - aqr(e)I ~ ê'Yr) + I P(la)r - ajl ~ e'yr). 
q'T(e')<j$kr 

Choosing r= e In T in (6.9) one arrives at 

P(E~ n Br) = O(krT-(c'lnlnT>) + O(kry;Ir-cb) 
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for some constant e' and the choice e > (~ + ó)b-1 leads to (4.5) since P(B'j.) = o(T-6) 

for all 8 > O. o 

6.9 Proof of Proposition 4.3 

We start from ( 6.11) and write 

E(L:J>kTa]IE~nBT)~ 11!112 P(E~), E(L:J>kTa]IETnBT) ~ LJ>qT(e)ªJ• E(L:;:0(aÍT -
a1)2 IETnBT) ~ LJ:->q'T(e') VaraÍT. Finally, under H1 we write 

E (L:;:0(aÍT - a1)2 IE~nBT) ~ L:~:o Vara h, when under H2, 

E (L:;:0(aÍT - a1)2 IE~nBT) ~ 4M2kTP(E~), using the above bounds, (6.10) and (6.11) 
one obtains (4.8) and (4.9). o 

6.1 O Proof of Proposition 4.4 

Let g be a positive constant, for any positive K¡, i = l, 2 one obtains 

A A g A gK¡ 
P(llJT - flloo ~g)~ P(llJT - fllooIET ~ -

1 
-) + P(llJT - fllooIE~ ~ -

1 
-) 

+ K¡ + K¡ 

with P¡ = "~T(e') P(Mq' (e') la· - E¿¡: l >_ ç ) p - P(Ec) and p -
L. j=l T Jr Jr (l+K¡)(l+K2) ' 3 - T 2 -

P(M LÍ=qT(e)+1 la1I ~ (l+K;~21+K2)). 

Conceming P1, the assumptions imply in particular that q~(e') is of the same order 
as lnT/(2ln(l/p)). Now (6.9) and the choices Y1 = e1(X1), Mr = M, r = RinT, 

_ 2ln(l/p){ ·h 2 _ (inT)
3 d _ · ld " p _ O(lnT•) T/ - M(I+Ki)(l+Kz)lnT w1t g - e-T- an T - Tn y1e L...n 1 - T~ as soon as 

R = (l + ó)b-1 and e= BM
4

(1+K1J2(t+K2)
2
(1+K)2ac5 

2 bln2(!/p) • 

Now noting that LÍ=qT(e)+I la1I ~ C(a,p}YT, it is easy to see that for Tn large enough, 
P2 = O with previous choices of ''h and f Moreover, Proposition 4.2 implies also 
P3 = o(T;;6

). Finally, collecting these results, one obtains Proposition 4.4 with the help 
of Borel-Cantelli's lemma since Ln '~r· < oo. o 

n 
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6. 11 Proof of Proposition 5. 1 

U . dd' . . f l al . . tT l¡o¡ l ¿[T] e l][T],T] s· smg a 1tlv1ty o oc time one may wnte - = - + - (j) + --. mce 
T T T j=l T 

E 11ej?¡11
2 

= o( t) and E 11tnf.n11
2 ~ E 11';,1)¡¡2 = o( t) it suffices to study 

l n 

nE 11- I t(j) - !112 = 
n . l 

J= 

n--1 

Ellt(l) - !112 + 2 ~(l - ~)L Cov (t(l)(x),t(k+I)(x)) dµ(x) (6.19) 

where n = [T]. A classical trick allows to prove that the second member of (6.19) tends 
to L, hence (5.5). o 

6. 12 Proof of Proposition 5.2 

Let IIkT be the orthogonal projector of sp(ej, O~ j ~ kq.), we bave 

llrrkT(fT,O - f)ll ~ llJT,O - fil thus E llir -rrkr 111
2 
~ E ll!r.o - 1112 

and (5.5) implies 

lim sup T.E llir -rrkr fw ~ L hence (5.6) from (6.11) and the fact that P(E~ U B'¡.) = 
T--><JO 

o(t). D 

6.13 Proof of Proposition 5.2 

This is clear from (6.11), (5.7) and (5.8). D 

6. 14 Proof of Proposition 5.3 

(5.10) has been proved in Proposition 3.2. Concerning (5.9) first note that (5.1) implies 

t foT ej(Xt)dt = t k ej(x)lr(x)dx thus ªh = k .fr.0(x)ej(x)dµ(x), j ~O, hence !r.o = 
L.Í=o ahej and L: Üj; < oo (almost surely); then we bave TE ll!r.o - ¡Jl2 = L.Í=o TVarah 

but H2 yields J;' !Cov (e j(X0), e j(Xu))I du < oo and (6.16) boids. This implies (5.9) by 
using Fatou lemma for the counting measure. o 
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Resum 

Construïm un estimador de projecció conduïda per les dades per a processos en temps continu. Aquest 
estimador assoleix taxes super-òptimes sobre una classe 'To de densitats que és densa en la família 
de totes les densitats, i assoleix, a la vegada, taxes "raonables". La classe 'To pot ésser escollida 
prèviament per l'Estadístic. 
Els resultats s'apliquen a processos a valors JRd i a valors N. En el cas particular on existeix un temps 
local de quadrat integrable, es demostra que el nostre estimador és estrictament millor que l'estimador 
temps local sobre ro. 

MSC: 62G07, 62M 

Paraules clau: estimació de densitats, conduït per les dades, processos a temps continu 
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Abstract 

Financial returns are often modelled as autoregressiva time series with random disturbances having 
conditional heteroscedastic variances, especially with GARCH type processes. GARCH processes 
have been intensely studying in financial and econometric literatura as risk models of many financial 
time series. Analyzing two data sets of stock prices we try to fit AR(1) processes with GARCH or 
EGARCH errors to the log returns. Moreover, hyperbolic or generalized error distributions occur to be 
good models of white noise distributions. 
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1 lntroduction 

Let S r. t = O, l, ... , T, denote share prices observed at discrete moments. In the 
considered examples they are daily close prices of Elektrim and Okocim enterprise 
shares from the Warsaw Stock Exchange over a period 1994-2002. Graphs of the 
analyzed prices are given in Figures l and 3. Let R, denote the log returo at time t, so 
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R1 = In(_!..!__) , t = l, 2, ... T. s t-l 
(l) 

Let X1 = Rr - R be the mean-centred process, where R denotes the sample mean over the 
observation period. Within a class of autoregressive processes with white noises having 
conditional heteroscedastic variances we try to find reasonable models of {Xr}. Some 
well known processes from a broad class of GARCH processes are listed below. {X1} is 
called an autoregressive process of order k with an GARCH noise of order p, q, in short 
AR(k)-GARCH(p,q) process, if for t= O, ±1, ±, 2, ... : 

Xr = ep¡ Xr-1 + ... + cpkXi-k + e,, (2) 

(3) 

where {v1} is a strong white noise (iid (0,1)), and {cr,} satisfies the recurrence equation 

<?,' = ªº + Cl'¡ê;_¡ + ... + ll'pê;_p + f31cri'-1 + ... + /3qcri'-q· (4) 

ThusVar(t:rlt:r-1,Er-2, ... ) = cr;,E(t:1) = O,Cov(t:r.Es) = O,t -:f. s.Theresiduals 
{e,} satisfy (3) and (4) is an GARCH(p,q) process (Bolereslev 1986)). If in (4) all 
f3¡ = O, then {e,} is an ARCH(p) process introduced by Engle (1982). Above processes 
with heteroscedastic variances model such features of financial time series as risk 
variability, clustering data, leptokurtic property. Popular models of {v,} distributions 
are: normal, t-Student, GED (generalized error distribution), and hyperbolic. The latter 
three distributions have heavier tails than normal distributions (leptokurtic property). 
For instance, Eberlein and Keller (1995) have found that retums of some financial time 
series from German Stock may be considered as strong white noise from a hyperbolic 
distribution with µ = O, where the hyperbolic density is written as 

f(x; a,f3, t5,µ) = ~a2 - 132 exp (-a ~t52 + (x - µ)2 + f3(x - µ))' 
2at5K(t5 ~a2 - f32) 

a > O, 1,81 < a, K is a type I Bessel function, i.e. 

K(t) = ~ fo00 

exp(-~t(x+ ~))dx, t> O. 

Some disadvantage of GARCH processes in modelling financial retums is a symmetry of 
conditional variance of t:1 with respect to positive and negative values of Er-1. e,_2, .... 
In practice, one observes an leverage effect, i.e. asymmetric consequences of positive 
and negative innovations (the conditional variance tends to decrease if noise is positive
implying bigger retums). An EGARCH process (exponential GARCH) introduced by 
Nelson (1991) does not have this disadvantage. An EGARCH(p,q) process {t:1} satisfies 
(3) and below relations: 

In(<?,')= ao + a¡g(v1-1) + · · · + apg(Vr-p) + /31 ln(c?,'_1) + · · · + /3q ln(c?,'_q), 

where g(v1) = Ov, + ó(lvrl - Elv,I). 
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Figure l: Elektrim 26.03.92-09.12.02 (2398 observations). 

Another process modelling the leverage effect was introduced by Glosten et 
al. (1993). Its conditional variance is as follows 

p q 

cri' = ao +l: a¡(it:r-il + 'Yit:r-i)
2 + l:f31cri'-1· 

i=! }=l 

Sometimes, the simplest models of returns may be useful as proposed for instance, in 
the RiskMetrics process: X1 = <r1v1, {v1} ~ iid N(O, l), where ~ is a historical variance 
estimated as 

n 

cr;- =(l - A)·¿ A1x;_1_1 =(l - A)X;_1 + Àcr;-_1, 

}=0 

where the smoothing constant À = 0.94 (0.96) for daily (monthly) returns, n = ~~, with 
y such that l - Àn = l - y. 
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Figure 2: Elektrim - sample ACF and PACF of log retums. 

2 Modelling empirical returns 

Figures l and 3 present log returns of daily close prices of two enterprise shares
Elektrim and Okocim, from Warsaw Stock. If they were realizations of strong white 
noises their empirical autocorrelations 

p(J) = y(j)/Y(O), j = l, 2, ... , h, h < T, 

y(j) = r-1 L~~i(Rr+j - R)(R1 - R), would bave behaved for large T approximately as 
random samples from normal distribution with the mean O and variance r-1. Hence, 
the null hypothesis that log retorns are realizations of random samples should be 
rejected if more than 5% of sample autocorrelations fall out of [-1.96/ YT, 1.96/ YT] 
or at least one is significantly far from this interval. Analysing graphs of sample 
autocorrelations (ACF) at Figures 2 and 4 we tend to reject the hypothesis. Small p

values of autocorrelation and portmanteau tests in Tables l and 2 justify the latter. 

Table l: Elektrim. 

Test Value of test statistic p-value 

Autokorrelation, lag l p(l) Vf = 3.610296 0.0003 

Ljung-Box QLB(l) = 13.0528 0.0003 

QLB(6) = 22.9662 0.0008 

QLB(12) = 29.5553 0.0032 

QiB(24) = 46.3575 0.0040 
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Figu,re 3: Okocim 13.02.92-03.01.03 (2423 observations). 

Table 2: Okocim. 

Test Value of test statistic p-value 

Autocorrelation, lag l p(l) ..¡¡ = 2.474692 0.0133 

Ljung-Box QLB(1) = 6.1221 0.0133 

QLB(6) = 11.9245 0.0637 

QLB(12) = 20.9687 0.0508 

QLB(24) = 32.0897 0.1248 

_2 

Ljung-Box statistics QLB(h) = T(T + 2) .L:j=1 j~f. based on strong wbite noise, bave 
for long observation period T approximately tbe cbi-square distribution wih h degrees 
of freedom. Grapbs of partia! autocorrelation functions (PACF) at Figures 2 and 4 bave 
specific pikes for lags l, and for lags bigger tban l partia! autocorrelations are close to O. 
One may suspect tben that AR(l) model can describe well tbe observed returns: 

R1 - µ = <l>(Rr-1 - µ)+e,. (5) 
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Figure 4: Okocim - sample ACF ami PACF of log returns. 

Assuming (5) and using quasi maximum lik:elihood method for tbe Elektrim data set 
we get the estimated model: 

R,+ 0.0007429 = 0.07988(R,_1+0.0007429) + 6, (6) 

wbere estimates of model parameters in (6) maximize maximum likelihood function 
value obtained for {e,}~ iidN(O, u). 

Based on p-values of statistics in Table 3, obtained for sample residuals {6,}, one 
cannot reject the bypotbesis tbat residuals {6,} form a strong white noise, and tbus our 
log returns follow (5). 

Table 3: Elektrim. 

Test Value of test statistic p-value 

Autocorrelation, lag l .DCl) V't = 0.008595 0,993142 

Ljung-Box QLB(l) = 0.0001 0.9931 

QLB(6) = 7.9749 0.2399 

QLB(l2) = 15.0624 0.2380 

QLB(24) = 30.9048 0.1565 

Analyzing tbe grapb (Figure 5) of sample residuals {6,} one can try to model residuals 
as a GARCH process since there is some clustering of close in time values. The 
Lagrange Multiplier test rejects tbe bomoskedasticity bypotbesis. 

Processes listed in Table 4 bave been cbosen for fartber analysis of residuals {6,} 
bebaviour. Particular models' orders minimize values of Akaike AIC= -2 ln L + 2k or 
Scbwarz SBC= -2 ln L+k In n criteria, wbere k is a number of unknown parameters, n is 
a sample size, L denotes tbe maximum likelibood function. If m ore than one model bave 
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Figure 5: Elektrim. 

Table4: 

MSE MAE MPE 

7.80208E-05 0.0023135 12396.3013 

7.46337E-05 0.0021997 9243.13979 

7.46492E-05 0.0022033 9147.99753 

7.4127E-05 0.0021899 8985.63329 

7.41663E-05 0.0021928 8902.94863 

7.496E-05 0.0021222 8339.03033 

7.49005E-05 0.0021256 8379.59961 

7.59514E-05 0.0022561 7785.23459 

7.5816E-05 0.0022114 7740.82165 

0.000606997 0.0206617 127872.13 

7.43914E-05 0.0022401 8989.68920 

7.50511E-05 0.0022210 9281.23602 

61 

2000 

MMEO MMEU 

0.0122335 0.0310000 

0.0126269 0.0265368 

0.0126242 0.0265767 

0.0126725 0.0264366 

0.0126701 0.0264665 

0.0124950 0.0261317 

0.0124678 0.0262241 

0.0125085 0.0269828 

0.0126797 0.0263438 

0.0213179 0.1377665 

0.0126005 0.0266435 

0.0126727 0.0266436 

comparable values of both criteria, then the model with lower number of parameters or 
lower p-values of significance parameters' tests is chosen. 

Efficiency of model fitting may be evaluated via various measures of errors of 
squared residuals (estimators of conditional variance of log returns) forecasts, given 
in Table 4, where 
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l T 

MSE =r L:<s~ -e-;)2 

t=I 

T 
l ~ ~2 -2 

MAE = T L.J lst - srl 
t=! 

l T 
MPE= T¿ 

t=! 

(Mean Squared Error) 

(Mean Absolute Error) 

(Mean Absolute Percentage Error) 

MMEO = ~(t (i, -e;i+ +t ~(íi; -S:>-) (Mean Mixed Error of Over-

predictions) 

MMEU = ~(t (ii; -¡¡¡¡-+t ~(f,-¡¡¡¡+). (Mean Mixed Error of Under-

predictions ), 

where~ = E(ttlêr-1,êr-2 .... ) = E(a7v'flêr-i.êr-2 •... ) = cr;, 
a+= max{a,0}, a-= max{-a,O}. 

Stationary GARCH(l,3) process and stationary GARCH(l,3) process with intercept are 
best models with respect to MSE measure: 
êr = <TrVr, where <Tr = 0.000105 + 0.2413~_ 1 + 0.0766<rr-1 + 0.4302<rr-2 + 0.2026<Tr-3. 
and 
êr - 0.000878 = <rr Vr. where 

<Tr = 0.000103 + 0.2414(êr-1 - 0.000878)2 + 0.082<rr-l + 0.4343<rr-2 + 0.1982<rr-3· 

Now, we will try to identify a distribution of the noise {vr} in the latter model. Table 5 
presents results of testing the hypothesis that {vr} is the strong white noise. At the 5% 
significance level one cannot reject the hypothesis. 

TableS: 

Test Value of test statsistic p-value 

Ljung-Box QLB(l) = 3.3112 0.9156 

QLB(2) = 3.2188 0.1932 

Q¿B(6) = 5.9297 0.4311 

QLB(12) = 11.3775 0.4969 

Tuming point test Z= 655 0.0521 

Difference-sign test s= 1009 0.9508 
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Figure 6: Elektrim - quantile plot of residuals of log retums AR( l) model. 

Figure 6 presents the normal quantile plot of {v1} which does not resemble a straight 
line that suggests not normal distribution, with fat tails. Indeed, values of test statistics 
of Kolmogorov and Shapiro-Wilks tests are 0.0481and0.9565, and corresponding p
values are 0.0001595 and 0.22E-15, respectively. The t-Student, hyperbolic and general 
error distributions are often used as models of heavy tailed distributions. The density of 
GED(µ, u, v) distribution: 

V ( l ¡x-µlv) x· <r v - ex - - --f( ,µ, ' ) - il2<1+1Mr(l/v) p 2 ila- ' 

( 
2-2/•f(l/v) )1/2 

where il = f(3Ívl and µ, u > O, v > O are location, scale and shape parameters, 
respectively. In particular GED(0,1,2) = N(0,1). If v < 2 (v > 2), the density has thicker 
(thinner) tails than the normal one. 

For our sample residuals {v1}, maximum likelihood estimators for normal, t-Student, 
GED, hyperbolic distributions bave following values, respectively: 

• ¡¡ = -0.03203267, (j = 1.002 
• v= 11 
• µ = -0.01862165, <r= o.991337337, v= 1.137376404 
• a= 1.612786198,/3 = -0.05965513, 8 = o.481525055, ¡¡ = 0.025483705. 

One may measure discrepancy between the fitted and empirical distributions using the 
functions: 

or 
hAD(x) = hK(x)/ ..JFo(x) · (l - Fo(x)), x E (-oo, oo ), 
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Figure 7: Elektrim: (a) Kolmogorow statistics hK(x)for log retum residuals (b) Anderson-Darling statistics 

hAD(x) for log retum residuals. 

where Fn and F0 are empirical and fitted distribution functions, respectively. The 
function statistic hAD measures discrepancy in talls of the distributions better than hK. 
From graphs at Figure 7 we state that GED and t-Student distribution functions are 
closer to the empirical one, especially at the tails. 

Table 6 presents values of Anderson-Darling AD = v'ñ sup{hAv(x), x e (-oo, oo)} 
and Kolmogorow-Smirnow K v'ñ sup{hK(x), xe (-oo, oo )} statistics with the 
corresponding p-values. Only GED and hyperbolic distributions are not rejected. 

Table 6: Elektrim. 

Distribution Value of AD Value of K p-value 

Normal 46.03884 x 106 2.269845 0.00001 

t-Student 15.807146 2.607259 0.00001 

GED 33.60154 0.932649 0.3530 

Hyperbolic 18.630039 0.722223 0.6880 

Figures 8 and 9 show the histogram with the fitted densities and empiri.cal densities 
on a logarithmic scale. 

In columns l of tables 7, 8, 9 (for Elektrim data) there are listed best (according to 
AIC or SBC criteri.a) AR(l) - xGARCH models of Iog returns found in two ways: 

• two step procedure described so far 
• one step maximum likelihood parameter estimation 
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Figure 8: Elektrim -His to gram of noise {v,} in GARCH model of log retum residuals. 

Table 7: Percentage ofthe observed log retums out o/99% prediction limits. 

No Noise Stand. Normal GED Hyper- t-Student 

Log Return Model Normal bolic 

l iid standardized returo 1.7638 1.7148 0.8329 0.8329 

2 1-step est. AR(l)-iid noise 1.7647 1.7647 0.8824 0.8824 

3 1-step est. AR(l)-GARCH(l,1) 0.0000 0.6373 0.7843 1.4706 1.4216 

4 1-step est AR(l)-GARCH(2,l) 2.3629 2.3529 1.2255 1.3235 1.2255 

5 1-step est. AR( l)-

station.GARCH(l ,2) 2.4510 2.3529 1.2745 1.5196 1.3235 

6 1-step est. AR(l)-EGARCH(l,2) 2.3529 2.3529 1.2745 1.2745 1.2745 

7 2-step est. AR( l)-

station.GARCH( 1,3) 

with intercept 2.4510 2.4510 1.3235 1.4706 1.3235 

8 2-step est. AR( l)-

station.GARCH(l,3) 2.4510 2.4510 1.3235 1.5196 1.3235 

9 2-step est. AR(l)-EGARCH(2,l) 

with intercept 2.3039 2.3039 1.3725 1.2255 1.2745 

10 2-step est. AR(l)-EGARCH(2,1) 2.3039 2.3039 1.3725 1.2745 1.2745 

11 GARCH(l,l) 2.3518 2.4008 1.2739 1.5189 1.2739 

12 Classic Risk Metries 1.4063 2.0090 0.9041 0.8036 1.2054 
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Figure 9: Observerd relative frequences and fitted densities from Figure 8 on logarithmic scale. 

Table 8: Percentage ofthe observed log retums out of95% prediction limits. 

No Noise Stand. Normal GED Hyper- t-Student 

Log return model Normal bolic 

l iid standardized return 4.9976 4.9976 4.5076 3.2337 

2 1-step est. AR(l)-iid noise 5.0490 5.0490 4.7549 3.2353 

3 1-step est. AR(l )-GARCH(l, l) 1.8627 5.0000 5.0000 4.5098 3.8725 

4 1-step est. AR(l)-GARCH(2,l) 4.6569 4.8529 4.2157 4.3137 3.7255 

5 1-step est. AR(l)- station. GARCH(l,2) 5.0000 4.8039 4.2157 4.3137 3.6275 

6 1-step est. AR(l)-EGARCH(l,2) 5.1471 5.1961 4.3137 4.6078 3.8725 

7 2-step est. AR(l)- station.GARCH(l,3) 

with intercept 4.8529 4.8529 4.0686 4.4118 3.7254 

8 2-step est. AR(l)- station.GARCH(l,3) 4.9020 4.8039 4.1667 4.2647 3.7255 

9 2-step est. AR(l)-EGARCH(2,l) 

with intercept 5.0000 5.1471 4.3627 4.5098 3.7745 

10 2-step est. AR(l)-EGARCH(2,l) 5.1471 5.1471 4.4118 4.5098 3.7745 

11 GARCH(l,l) 5.0955 5.1445 4.2626 4.6056 3.7237 

12 Classic RiskMetrics 4.9292 5.6755 5.0226 5.2235 4.6710 
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Table 9: Percentage of the observed log retums out of90% prediction limits. 

No Noise Stand. Normal GED Hyper- t-Student 

Log retum model Normal bolic 

l iid standardized return 6.9084 6.9574 8.0843 5.6345 

2 1-step est. AR(I )-iid noise 6.9608 6.9118 8.1373 5.6373 

3 1-step est. AR(l)-GARCH(l,I) 4.9610 10.3431 10.441 8.8235 6.5686 

4 1-step est. AR(l)-GARCH(2,I) 8.3333 8.3824 8.6275 9.2157 8.1275 

5 1-step est. AR(I )- station.GARCH( 1,2) 8.2843 8.2353 8.4314 9.0686 6.3725 

6 1-step est. AR(l)-EGARCH(l,2) 8.2353 8.1863 8.6275 8.9706 6.6176 

7 2-step est. AR(I)- station.GARCH(l,3) 

with intercept 8.4804 8.4804 8.6275 9.2157 6.3235 

8 2-step est. AR(l)- station.GARCH(l,3) 8.5294 8.4804 8.5784 9.0686 6.3725 

9 2-step est. AR(l)-EGARCH(2,I) 

with intercept 7.9902 8.0882 8.2843 8.9786 6.3725 

10 2-step est. AR(l)-EGARCH(2,I) 8.0392 8.0392 8.2843 8.9216 6.3725 

11 GARCH(l,I) 8.0843 8.3213 8.4762 9.0152 6.3204 

12 Classic RiskMetrics 8.6891 9.6434 9.8945 9.9950 8.3877 
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Resum 

Les rendibilitats financeres es modelen sovint com a senes temporals auto-regressives amb 
pertorbacions aleatòries amb variàncies condicionals heterocedàstiques, especialment amb processos 
de tipus GARCH. Els processos GARCH han estat intensament estudiats en la literatura financera i 
economètrica com a models de risc de moltes sèries financeres. Analitzant dos conjunts de dades de 
preus d'actius tractem d'ajustar processos AR(1) amb errors GARCH o EGARCH a les log-rendibilitats. 
A més, distribucions hiperbòliques o d'errors generalitzats resulten ser bons models de distribucions 
de soroll blanc. 

MSC: Primary 62M1 O, 91884; secondary 62M20 

Paraules clau: processos auto-regressius, models GARCH i EGARCH, variància condicional hete
rocedàstica, log-rendibilitats financeres 
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In this article we propose small area estimators for both the small and large area parameters. When 
the objective is to estimate parameters at both levels, optimality is achieved by a sample design that 
combines fixed and proportional allocation. In such a design, one fraction of the sample is distributed 
proportionally among the small areas and the rest is evenly distributed. Simulation is used to assess 
the performance of the direct estimator and two composite small area estimators, for a range of sample 
sizes and different sample distributions. Performance is measured in terms of mean squared errors for 
both small and large area parameters. Small area composite estimators open the possibility of reducing 
the sample size when the desired precision is given, or improving precision for a given sample size. 
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1 lntroduction 

This study stems from a practica! issue. The Institut d'Estadística de Catalunya 
(IDESCAT) bad to develop an Industrial Production Index (IPI) for the Catalan 
autonomous community. The Instituto Español de Estadística (INE) did not produce any 
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regional IPI for Spain, just a national one. IDESCAT had no budget for conducting a 
Catalan monthly survey. Instead, IDESCAT estimated the IPI for Catalonia using the 
Spanish IPI of 150 industrial branches, weighted according to their relative importance 
in Catalonia. This Catalan IPI is a synthetic estimator and was accepted very well by the 
analysts of the Catalan economy. 

The statisticians of IDESCAT had performed a test prior to publishing the new index. 
The Instituta Vasco de Estadística (EUSTAT) conducted its own regional survey in the 
Basque Country and published a Basque IPI. IDESCAT created a synthetic index for the 
Basque Country, using the methodology applied to the Catalan index. This index was 
compared to EUSTAT's IPI and the results of such comparison evidenced an acceptable 
performance for the new index. Both the level value of the synthetic IPI and its rate 
of variation were very useful in order to follow the Basque economic situation (see 
Costa and Galter 1994). Based on these results, IDESCAT produced a synthetic IPI for 
Catalonia. Following this, INE applied the same methodology to obtain a distinct IPI for 
each of the seventeen Spanish autonomous communities. 

The method used by IDESCAT is by no means standard in the Spanish official 
statistics. The synthetic IPI was criticized within some fields, even when it worked 
well in Catalonia. Some studies (see Clar, Ramon and Surinach 2000) showed that 
the synthetic IPI works well in regions that possess a significant and quite diversified 
industry, such as Catalonia. But it falls in other Spanish regions. This observation 
encouraged the IDESCAT to investigate the theoretical basis of its synthetic IPI from 
the context of the small area methods. 

There is a varied methodology on small area estimation. The reader can consult 
Platek, Rao, Samdal and Singh (1987), Isaki (1990), Ghosh and Rao (1994), and Singh, 
Gambina and Mantel (1994) to gain an overview of them. Some of the methods use 
auxiliary information from related variables in the estimation of area-level quantities. 
In Spain, recent work by Morales, Molina and Santamaria (2003) deals with small area 
estimation with auxiliary variables and complex sample designs. We concentrate on 
methods that use sample information solely from the target variable. These methods 
include direct and some indirect estimators. Traditional direct estimators use only data 
from the small area being examined. Usually they are unbiased, but they exhibit a high 
degree of variation. Indirect, composite and model-based estimators are more precise 
since they use also observations from related or neighboring areas. Indirect estimators 
are obtained using unbiased large area estimators. Based on them, estimators can be 
devised for smaller areas under the assumption that they exhibit the same structure 
as the large area. Composite estimators are linear combinations of direct and indirect 
estimators. 

The research program on small area estimation carried out jointly by IDESCAT and 
researchers of the Universitat Pompeu Fabra is characterized by its focus on covariate
free models. An estimator that is based on using auxiliary information from other 
variables at hand will in general be more efficient, but introduces degrees of subjectivity. 
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We believe the covariate-free small area estimators are the only ones that are readily 
usable in the present stage of our official statistics framework. 

Costa, Satorra and Ventura (2002) worked with a survey that included direct regional 
estimators of the Spanish work force. They studied three small area estimators: a 
synthetic, a direct, and a composite one. The study concluded that the composite 
estimator and the synthetic estimator were almost identical in Catalonia, because this 
region's economy is a large component of the whole Spanish economy. The bias of the 
synthetic estimator was found to be very small for Catalonia. 

Costa, Satorra and Ventura (2003) used Monte Carlo methods (with both an 
empirical1 and a theoretical population) to compare the performance of severa! small 
area estimators: a direct, a synthetic, and three composite estimators. These composite 
estimators differ in the way the direct and synthetic estimators are combined. One of the 
composi te estimators used theoretical weights (based on known bias and variances ). The 
other two use estimated weights assuming homogeneous or heterogeneous biases and 
variances across the small areas and concluded that, given the usual sample sizes used 
in official statistics, the composite estimator based on the assumption of heterogeneity 
of biases and variances is superior. 

Often the statistician is interested on the estimation of both small and large area 
parameters. In this case, classical estimation methods use sample designs that vary 
according to the assignment of sample size to the small areas. The following sample 
designs are considered: a) a proportional design, in which the sample size of each area 
is proportional to the size of the area in the population; b) uniform design, in which all 
the areas share the same sample size, regardless of the size of the area, and c) the mixed 
design, that shares the strategies of a) and b). Clearly, design a) will be optimal when we 
focus on estimating accurately the large area parameter; while design b) will be chosen 
when we want to obtain accurate estimates of the small area quantities. 

Using Monte Carlo methods on a real population (a labour force census of 
enterprises) and mixed designs with varying levels in the mixing of uniform and 
proportional sampling, in the present paper we show how small area estimation improves 
the estimation of both the small and large are parameters. lt will be seen that by using 
composite small area estimates we can either reduce sample size when precision is 
given, or improve precision, when sample size is fixed. 

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes small area estimation. 
Section 3 describes the fixed, proportional and mixed sampling designs. Section 4 
presents the Monte Carlo study. Section 5 describes the results of the Monte Carlo 
study conceming the direct versus composite estimates. Finally, Section 6 describes 
how composition improves both large and small area parameters. 

l. The empirical population is the Labour Force Census of Enterprises affiliated with the Social Security system 
in Catalonia. The small areas are the forty-one Catalan counties. 
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2 Small area estimation without covariates 

Suppose a large country area is divided into small area domainsj = l, 2, ... , J. Let N be 
the size of the population, and N1, N2, •• • , N1 be the sizes of the J small areas. 

Let X be a scalar variable and that we are interested in estimating the mean (or the 
total) of X for each of the J regions, as well as the overall mean. Let ()j be the mean of 
Xin the regionj, and ()* be the mean of Xin the population. The variance of Xin region 
j is denoted as u]. 

Suppose we bave a direct estimator êj of the mean of X in each domain, such 

that êj - N ( ej, u]/n j ), j = l, 2, ... , J, and an estimator ê* for the large area mean, 

with ê* - N (e*, u;). Furthermore, assume a distribution for the mean of area j, 

()j - N (e., b]) where b] is a variance parameter that (possibly) varies with the region. 
The design of the survey attends usually to the objective of ensuring precision when 

estimating the parameters at the country level. For the sake of simplicity, assume that, ê. 
is unbiased for e. and u; is very small. However, some sample surveys bave secondary 
uses of providing information about the small areas. The sample size of most sub
domains is too small, may even be null, to draw accurate inferences about the mean 
of the small area on the basis of the direct estimate êj. That is, even though êj is an 
unbiased estimate for() j. its variance u] is too large to provide an accurate estimation of 
the small area level parameter. 

In this context it is advisable to use composite estimators. They combine linearly the 
direct estimator and a synthetic (indirect) estimator. The best linear composite estimator 
of () j (in the sense of minimizing the mean squared error, or MSE) is 

(l) 

with 

7r j = ( )2 2¡ 2 (2) e1 - e. + o-1 nj +u. - 2"YJ 

where 'Yj denotes the covariance between the direct estimator and ê •. For simplicity, 
assume that the covariance 'YJ =O and u; is negligible. The value of 1rJ that minimizes 
theMSE is 

(3) 

2 - ( )2 where bj - ()j - e. . 
The values of the variance u] and squared bias b] are usually unknown, and therefore 

they must be estimated if we wish to approach the optima! value of K 1in (3). 
There are severa! procedures for estimating these population parameters. In the 

present study, we use two estimators, the "classic composite" and the "altemative 
composite", as described and investigated in Costa, Satorra and Ventura (2003). 
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l. Classic composite estimator 

The classic composite estimator assumes that the small areas share the same within
area variance ( of the baseline data) and a common estimate for the squared bias. 
Specifically, we assume ê1 ~ N(o1,a-2/n1) , j = 1,2, ... ,J, and o1 ~ N(O.,b2

). 

We obtain the base line variance by a weighted mean of the sample variances from each 
area as an estimate. Thus, we define the pooled within-area variance 

J 

L(n1-l)s] 
-2 J=l 
s = --(n ___ J_)_ ' (4) 

where n is the size of the entire sample, n 1 is the sample size of the small area and s] is 

the sample variance of the baseline data of the small area j. If we assume that a-] = a-2 
for all of j, the estimator of a-] is s2• 

For the squared bias (o. - o1 )
2

, we define the common estimator 

J 2 l '1 (A A )2 b = - L.J o1 - o. , 
J . l 

J= 

(5) 

i.e., the mean squared difference of the direct and indirect estimators. 
Thus, the estimator of Tr 1 is: 

s2/n. 
ff = J 

j S2/n1+b2' (6) 

and the composite estimator obtained by substituting trj for tr1 in (l) 

(7) 

2. Altemative composite estimator 

An alternative for the above classic composite estimator is based on direct estimators 
of each area's variance and bias. In this way the estimator of tr1 is: 

s]/n1 ff = ------'--
j (A A )2 o1 - o. 

E(ê1-ê.)2 = E(ê1- 01+01-ê.)2 = 

=E(ê1-o1)2 +E(o1-ê.)
2 
+2E(ê1-o1)(o1-ê.) = 

= a-J/n1 + b] 

(8) 
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which leads to the altemative composite estimator 

iiJ = itjê* + (l - itj) ê1 

If necessary, the weight irj is truncated to one. 

3 Survey design with small areas 

and 

J 

l:n1 =n 
}=l 

n1 N1 = j = 1,2 .... ,J 
n N 

where n 1 is the size of the sample belonging to area j. 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

A purely fixed survey design assigns the same sample size to each small area. 
Therefore 

n 
llj = -

J 

n 

forj = l, 2, ... , J and ¿ n 1 = n 
}=l 

(12) 

A mixed survey design distributes a fraction of the whole sample in a proportional way 
among the different areas, with the rest of the sample distributed evenly among the areas 
(Sing, Mantel and Thomas, 1994 ). Let k be the fraction of the sample to be assigned to 
the proportional design. 

Then 
N· n ~ 

n1=k-1n+(l-k)-forj= 1,2, ... ,Jand L....Jn1=n 
N J J=l 

(13) 

Apure proportional sample design minimizes MSE for the estimate of the country
level quantity, while a pure fixed design minimizes the MSE of the estimates at the 
small area level. In the present paper we use simulation to explore the performance of 
a mixed design strategy when the interest is in minimizing the MSE of estimates of 
both the country and region level quantities. For that we consider different sample sizes, 
different survey design strategies, and different estimators. 

4 Monte Cario study 

In this section we conduct a Monte Cario study in which we extract multiple samples 
from a known population. We use data from the Labour Force Census of Enterprises 
affiliated with the Social Security system in Catalonia. This census contains data on the 
number of employees from each surveyed enterprise who are registered with the Social 
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Table l: Population characteristics: size, county-mean, square bias, and variance. 

Population ()j (e1-e.)2 aj(x) 
size 

Alt Camp 1282 8,73ª 0,09 3250,37 

Alt Empordà 4712 5,28 14,11 294,27 

Alt Penedès 3052 8,91 O,Q2 1686,24 
Alt Urgell 745 4,71 18,7 158,25 

Alta Ribagorça 140 4,59 19,73 205,38 

Anoia 3264 7,86 1,37 801,64 
Bages 5698 8,24 0,63 1356,9 

Baix camp 5530 6,47 6,59 479,54 

Baix Ebre 2237 6,31 7,41 534,4 
Baix Empordà 4634 5,44 12,92 425,17 

Baix Llobregat 20541 9,73 0,48 1642,46 

Baix Penedès 2197 5,26 14,23 171,82 
Barcelonès 88331 10,63 2,55 10314,88 
Berguedà 1397 5,44 12,9 196,15 

Cerdanya 788 3,71 28,34 71,93 

Conca de Barberà 611 8,29 0,56 1388,95 
Garraf 3466 6,28 7,62 685,91 
Garrigues 516 5,24 14,42 96,89 

Garrotxa 1909 7,51 2,33 419,72 
Gironès 6369 9,82 0,62 2037,47 
Maresme 11718 6,46 6,64 605,07 
Montsià 1918 5,61 11,73 246 
Noguera 1128 5,12 15,3 93,29 

Osona 5494 7,09 3,77 774,65 
Pallars Jussà 410 4,37 21,76 130,37 
Pallars Sobirà 272 4,06 24,76 55,46 
Pla d'Urgell 1106 6,59 5,95 271,85 

Pla de l'Estany 1160 6,07 8,79 143,37 

Priorat 254 4,11 24,26 180,17 
Ribera d'Ebre 620 5,71 11,07 418,72 
Ripollès 959 7,87 1,35 875,92 

Segarra 594 10,87 3,35 8171,41 

Segrià 7096 7,74 1,69 714,23 

Selva 4586 7,11 3,7 610,2 
Solsonès 508 5,58 11,93 157,58 
Tarragonès 7440 9,42 0,15 1675,66 

Terra Alta 297 4,25 22,87 40,28 
Urgell 1178 6,28 7,59 312,25 

Val d'Aran 503 5,28 14,08 270,11 
Vallès Occidental 26683 10,34 1,71 3026,89 
Vallès Oriental 11795 8,45 0,34 832,68 

The mean of the affiliates for the whole of Catalonia is 9 .04 
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Security. The cens us was carried out in each of the four quarters between the years 1992 
and 2000 (inclusive). We limit the analysis to one year, 2000. 

The database contains 243,184 observations from year 2000, divided into 12 groups 
according to the economic sector, and 41 counties (Catalan «comarques»). A few 
enterprises were excluded from the analysis because their locations were not established. 

We eliminated the sector-based classification and focused solely on the division to 
counties. Tablel shows the number of enterprises per county and the mean and variance 
of the number of employees per enterprise. The distribution of enterprises is quite 
uneven, as they are concentrated in a few populous areas. 

We consider four sample sizes and five altemative survey designs. The smallest 
sample size is 2,050 observations. We then repeatedly double the sample and use 4,100, 
8,200 and 16,400 observations. For each sample size, we consider a purely proportional 
sample, a 75%, 50% and 25% mixed sample design (respectively), and a purely fixed 
sample design, that is, combinations with k = l, 0.75, 0.50, 0.25 and O. 

For the overall sample size of n = 4100, Table Al in the Appendix sbows the small 
area sample sizes in eacb of tbose 20 ( 4 by 5) scenarios. As some of the counties bave 
very small population, we bave used sampling with replacement. The number of Monte 
Cario replications is 1,000. We evaluate the direct, classic composite and altemative 
composite estimators for eacb of the 41 counties as well as for the wbole of Catalonia. 

5 Direct vs. composite estimators 

We computed tbe MSE of eacb small area estimator. Table 2 sbows a summary of 
descriptive statistics. The mean, median, variance, mínimum and maximum values of 
the MSE of tbe small area estimators across the 1,000 replications are presented. Table 
3 evaluates tbe relative performance of tbe three altemative estimators differently. In 
tbat table we calculate tbe percentage of counties for wbich tbe MSE of a particular 
estimator (in the leftmost column) is lower tban tbe MSE of the otber two estimators. 

The performance of tbe small area estimations can be evaluated by several criteria. 
We bave observed in Costa, Satorra and Ventura (2003) tbat the distribution of the MSE 
across tbe Catalan counties is asymmetric. It also exhibits extreme values and it is very 
dispersed. This is a consequence of the extremely uneven distribution of tbe population 
and economic activity in the region. This is a drawback of the simple average of the 
MSE of tbe counties. The median is affected less by the presence of extreme values. 
On the other hand, we may want to put one upper limit on tbe MSE for each small 
area. Looking at tbe maximum MSE of tbe counties is then appropriate. To keep tbings 
simple we present the results graphically using tbe median evaluation criterion. Tables 
2 and 3 and Figure 4 sbow the results using other evaluation criteria. Those criteria are 
tbe average of the MSE of tbe counties, tbe maximum and mínimum values of the MSE 
of the counties, and tbe percentage of counties for wbich a particular type of estimator 
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performs better than the other two estimators. Figures l to 4 summarize the results 
visually. 
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The horizontal axis corresponds to the MSE of Catalonia MS E(Ò*). The vertical axis 
corresponds to the median of the 41 counties MSE. The figures show the behaviour of 
the three estimators considered for different total sample sizes and alternative sample 
designs. In Figure 3 we overlay the curves of the estimators. We only draw the curves 
for sample sizes 4, l 00 and 8,200, to avoid excessive clutter. 
The results can be summarized as follows: 

• From Table 2 and figures l to 3 we see that the MSE for Catalonia is smaller 
when k = l and larger whenk = O. In contrast, the median and mean county 
MSE is smaller when k = O and larger whenk = l. This result holds for all three 
estimators. 

• Both the MSE for Catalonia and the median county MSE are reduced as the 
total sample size is increased, for each estimator. The same result holds for other 
summaries, such as the average county MSE, or the maximum values of MSE ( see 
Figure 4). 

• On average, the alternative composite estimator is the best estimator, as assessed 
by the MSE of Catalonia and median county MSE, for any sample size and values 
of k of the mixed design. There are some exceptions, when the total sample sizes 
are large and we use a fixed sample survey design. This is seen in Figure 3, where, 
to avoid clutter, we only show the sample size n = 4100. 

• In Table 3 we see that the two composite estimators are the best in almost 
all settings. There are some exceptions when the total sample size is large. As 
expected, the direct estimator improves its behavior as the total sample size 
increases, independently of the survey design. 

• Table 3 shows also that the alternative composite estimator is better than the 
classical one except for sampling designs with k = O or k = 0.25 (nonproportional 
survey designs). 

• To achieve a particular combination of a small MSE for the large area jointly 
with small median or average small area MSE, a mixed design strategy is 
recommended. The desired combination will depend on the preferences about how 
to use the estimators. 

6 lmproving survey design by composition 

The results in the previous section suggest some clear guidelines for how to improve 
both the sampling design and the estimation. We examine them now. 

Assume that we start with a predetermined sample size and a mixed-design 
allocation, partly proportional and partly of equal sample sizes (the same sample size 
in all the counties ). More specifically, suppose the budget allows to extract a sample 
of size n = 8,200. A fraction of these observations (for example, 35%) is distributed 
proportionally among the small areas and the remainder is distributed evenly. That 
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means that each Catalan county would bave at least 0.65 * 8200/41 = 130 observations. 
Some counties with a large population would bave up to 500 more observations, while 
the sample size of others would not surpass 150. 

If we decide to use a direct estimator for each small area as well as the county, we 
will obtain the MSE for large and small areas that corresponds approximately to point 
A (k = 0.35) in Figure 5. 
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Figu,re 5: Opportunities for improvement using composite estimators. 

This figure shows that using the alternative composite estimator (the same would 
occur if we choose the classical composite estimator) improves estimation over the use 
of a direct estimation (i.e., non composition). There is a contínuum of choices between 
points B and C (that correspond to varying values of k) that achieves lower or equal MSE 
for the estimate of both the large and small area parameters. The point B, which has k= 
0.35, shows that the use of a composite estimator reduces the median of county MSE, 
while keeping the MSE of the estimate of Catalonia at the same level than the direct 
estimate. This point B, with k = 0.35, is the limit that we can move toward egalitarian 
sampling design, without loosing (by composition) in the estimation of the large area 
parameter. As we move towards point C, thus adopting a more proportional sampling 
design, composition improves both the median of county MSE and the MSE of Catalonia 
over direct estimation. Point C, with k = 0.65, represents the limit we can move on 
a more proportional design, without loosing (by composition) in the estimation of the 
small area parameters (i.e., without increasing the median of county MSE over the value 
obtained with the direct estimate). 
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That is, the adoption of a small area estimate such as the altemative composite 
estimator (the classical composite estimator would lead also to the same phenomena) 
brings room for improvement in the precision of the estimates of both the large and 
s mall area parameters, over the use of the simple direct estimation. The main aim of this 
paper was to illustrate this issue using Monte Cario data on a real population. We left for 
further work the development of specific tables to be used for the choice of the required 
sample sizes and values of k required for attaining a priori specified precision. 
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Resum 

Els estimadors de petita àrea poden ser utilitzats no només per aproximar els paràmetres d'una petita 
àrea, sinó també per estimar els paràmetres de l'àrea gran. Quan l'objectiu és estimar un paràmetre 
en totes dues àrees, l'estratègia òptima s'aconsegueix mitjançant un disseny mostral en dues parts: 
una part que es distribueix proporcionalment entre les petites àrees i una altra part que es distribueix 
fixa. S'utilitza un mètode de simulació per avaluar el comportament tant de l'estimador directe com de 
dos estimadors compostos de petita àrea. La bondat de les estimacions es valora en termes de l'error 
quadràtic mitjà dels estimadors dels paràmetres de les dues àrees, la gran i la petita. Els estimadors 
compostos de petita àrea obren la possibilitat bé de reduir la mida mostral quan el nivell de precisió 
està donat, bé de millorar la precisió quan la mida mostral està donada. 

MSC: 62J07, 62J10, and 62H12 

Paraules clau: estadística regional, petites àrees, error quadràtic mitjà, estimadors directe i compost 
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Table A. l: Sample sizes of the small areas, by sampling choice, for n = 4100. 

k=O k =0.25 k=0.5 k= 0.75 
Proportlonal Flxed Total Proportlonal Flxed Total Proportlonal Flxed Total Pronortlonal Flxed 

Alt Camp o 100 100 6 74 80 10 00 6U 16 26 
Alt Empordà o 100 100 20 74 94 40 50 90 58 26 
Alt Penedès o 100 100 14 74 88 26 50 76 38 26 
Alt Urgell o 100 100 4 74 78 6 50 56 10 26 
Alta Ribagorça o 100 100 2 74 76 2 50 52 2 26 
Anoia o 100 100 14 74 88 28 50 78 40 26 
Bages o 100 100 26 74 100 48 50 98 72 26 
Baix Camp o 100 100 24 74 98 46 50 96 70 26 
Baix Ebre o 100 100 10 74 84 18 50 68 28 26 
Baix Empordà o 100 100 20 74 94 40 50 90 58 26 
Baix Llobregat o 100 100 88 74 162 174 50 224 254 26 
Baix Penedès o 100 100 10 74 84 18 50 68 28 26 
Barcelonès o 100 100 386 74 460 742 50 792 1100 26 
Berguedà o 100 100 6 74 80 12 50 62 18 26 
Cerdanya o 100 100 4 74 78 6 50 56 10 26 
Conca de Barberà o 100 100 2 74 76 6 50 56 8 26 
Garraf o 100 100 16 74 90 30 50 80 44 26 
Garrigues o 100 100 2 74 76 4 50 54 6 26 
Garrotxa o 100 100 8 74 82 16 50 66 24 26 
Gironès o 100 100 28 74 102 54 50 104 80 26 
Maresme o 100 100 52 74 126 98 50 148 146 26 
Montsià o 100 100 8 74 82 16 50 66 24 26 
Noguera o 100 100 6 74 80 10 50 60 14 26 
Osona o 100 100 24 74 98 46 50 96 68 26 
Pallars Jussà o 100 100 2 74 76 4 50 54 6 26 
Pallars Sobirà o 100 100 2 74 76 2 50 52 4 26 
Pla d'Urgell o 100 100 4 74 78 10 50 60 14 26 
Pla de l'Estany o 100 100 6 74 80 10 50 60 14 26 
Priorat o 100 100 2 74 76 2 50 52 4 26 
Ribera d'Ebre o 100 100 2 74 76 6 50 56 8 26 
Ripollès o 100 100 4 74 78 8 50 58 12 26 
Segarra o 100 100 2 74 76 6 50 56 8 26 
Segrià o 100 100 32 74 106 60 50 110 88 26 
Selva o 100 100 20 74 94 38 50 88 58 26 
Solsonès o 100 100 2 74 76 4 50 54 6 26 
Tarragonès o 100 100 32 74 106 62 50 112 92 26 
Terra Alta o 100 100 2 74 76 2 50 52 4 26 
Urgell o 100 100 6 74 80 10 50 60 14 26 
Val d'Aran o 100 100 2 74 76 4 50 54 6 26 
Vallès Occidental o 100 100 116 74 190 226 50 276 332 26 
Vallès Oriental o 100 100 50 74 124 100 50 150 148 26 
TOTAL o 4100 4100 1066 3034 4100 2050 2050 4100 3034 1066 

k=1 
Total Pronortlonal Flxed 

42 22 o 
84 80 o 
64 52 o 
36 12 o 
28 2 o 
66 56 o 
98 96 o 
96 94 o 
54 38 o 
84 78 o 
280 346 o 
54 38 o 

1126 1488 o 
44 24 o 
36 14 o 
34 10 o 
70 58 o 
32 8 o 
50 32 o 
106 108 o 
172 198 o 
50 32 o 
40 20 o 
94 92 o 
32 8 o 
30 4 o 
40 18 o 
40 20 o 
30 4 o 
34 10 o 
38 16 o 
34 10 o 
114 120 o 
84 78 o 
32 8 o 
118 126 o 
30 6 o 
40 20 o 
32 8 o 
358 448 o 
174 198 o 

4100 4100 o 

Total 
22 
80 
52 
12 
2 
56 
96 
94 
38 
78 

346 
38 

1488 
24 
14 
10 
58 
8 

32 
108 
198 
32 
20 
92 
8 
4 
18 
20 
4 
10 
16 
10 

120 
78 
8 

126 
6 
20 
8 

448 
198 

4100 
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lncorporating patients' characteristics in 
cost-effectiveness studies with clinical trial data: 

a flexible Bayesian approach 

F. J. Vazquez-Polo and M. A. Negrín-Hemandez* 

University of Las Palmas de G.C., Spain 

Abstract 

Most published research on the comparison between medical treatment options merely compares the 
results (effectiveness and cost) obtained for each treatment group. The present work proposes the 
incorporation of other patient characteristics into the analysis. Most of the studies carried out in this 
context assume normality of both costs and effectiveness. In practica, however, the data are not always 
distributed according to this assumption. Altervative models have to be developed. 
In this paper, we present a general model of cost-effectiveness, incorporating both binary effectiveness 
and skewed cost. In a practica! application, we compare two highly active antiretroviral treatments 
applied to asymptomatic HIV patients. 
We propose a logit model when the effectiveness is measured depending on whether an initial purpose 
is achieved. For this model, the measure to compare treatments is the difference in the probability 
of success. Besides, the cost data usually present a right skewing. We propose the use of the log
transformation to carry out the regression model. The three models are fitted demonstrating the 
advantages of this modelling. The cost-effectiveness acceptability curve is used as a measure for 
decision-making. 

MSC: 62F15, 62H12, 62P10 

Keywords: Bayesian analysis, cost-effectiveness, Markov Chain Monte Cario {MCMC), skewed cost 
distributions 

1 lntroduction 

The frequentist approximation is the one most commonly adopted to compare different 
treatment options (Laska et al., 1997, Stinnett and Mullahy, 1998, Tambour et al. 
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1998, Van Hout et al., 1994, Wakk:er and Klaassen, 1995, Willam and O'Brien, 1996). 
However, clinical research is fundamentally a dynamic process in which any study must 
be considered in the context of continua! updating of the state of the art. The Bayesian 
method is of a dynamic nature in which initial beliefs, deterrnined on the basis of a prior 
distribution, are modified by new data, using Bayes' theorem. A large body of literature 
has been published on Bayesian methods, chief among which are texts by Berry (1996), 
Box and Tiao (1973) and Gelman et al. (1995). 

Spiegelhalter et al. (1994) and fones (1996) were the first to discuss Bayesian 
approximation for statistical inference in the comparison of health technologies. Since 
then, many studies bave proposed the Bayesian approach to compare treatment options 
by means of cost-effectiveness analysis (Al and Van Hout, 2000, Briggs, 1999, 2001, 
Heitjan, 1997, Heitjan et al., 1999, O'Hagan et al., 2001, O'Hagan and Stevens, 2001a, 
200lb, 2002). 

Most studies carried out in this field compare the effectiveness and the costs of the 
different treatment options analysed. This type of analysis assumes that the patients 
sampled and subjected to a particular treatment option present similar characteristics 
or, at least, that the differences between samples are not relevant to the analysis of cost 
and effectiveness, and so the variations between the treatment groups are only caused 
by the type of treatment applied. In the present paper, the above assumption is not made 
and so, in order to obtain the true effect of the type of treatment applied on costs and 
effectiveness a regression model is proposed. The use of regression models in cost
effectiveness analysis has recently been proposed by Hoch et al. (2002) and Willan et 
al. (2004) under a frequentist point of view. This paper presents the Bayesian solution, 
offering a more flexible framework for different measures of effectiveness and cost. 

Sometimes effectiveness is not measured quantitatively but in a discrete way, 
depending on whether or not a particular objective has been attained. Therefore, we 
bave developed two alternative regression models, a multiple linear regression model to 
be used when the effectiveness is measured by means of a continuous variable, and a 
logit discrete choice model when effectiveness is defined by a categorical variable. 

Most published studies on cost-effectiveness analysis assume norrnality of the cost 
generation distribution (Laska, 1997, Stinnet and Mullahy, 1998, Tambour et al., 1998, 
Willam and O'Brien, 1996, Heitjan et al., 1999, O'Hagan et al., 2001). In practice, 
however, costs usually present a high degree of skewness, and so the norrnality 
assumption is not valid. O'Hagan and Stevens (2001b) deterrnined, from a practicat 
application, the importance of dealing with skewed cost data, obtaining different results 
from those achieved under the assumption of norrnality. 

The standard measure used to compare the cost and effectiveness of treatments is 
the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER). Nevertheless, this measure presents 
severe interpretational problems, as well as diffi.culties in estimating the confidence 
or credibility intervals. The incremental net benefit (INB) has been proposed as an 
altemative to ICER (Mullahy and Stinnett, 1998, among others ). The INB of treatment 
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l (new) versus treatment O (actual, or control) is defined as 

INB(Re) =Re·(µ¡ - µo) - (y¡ -yo) =Re· (!l.µ) - (!l.y), (l.l) 

where µ's and y's are the mean effectiveness and cost of the respective treatments. The 
value Re is interpreted by O'Hagan and Stevens (200la) as the cost that decision-makers 
are willing to accept in order to increase the effectiveness of the treatment applied 
by one unit. Thus, analysing whether the alternative treatment is more cost-effective 
than the control treatment is equivalent to determining whether INB(Re) is positive. In 
practice, it is not a simple matter for the decision-maker to determine a single Re, and so 
a cost-effectiveness acceptability curve (CEAC) is constructed (Lüthgren and Zethraeus, 
2000). This curve provides a graphical representation of the probability of the alternative 
treatment being preferred ()'r(IN B(Re) > O)) for each value Re. This interpretation of the 
CEAC, in terms of probability, is only possible when the Bayesian approach is adopted 
(Briggs, 1999). 

Section 2 presents the regression models used in this study. These are selected 
depending on how the effectiveness is to be measured (qualitatively or quantitatively) 
and on the cost patterns generated. Section 3 provides a comparison of the different 
models created by means of a practica! application using real data from a clinical trial 
comparing two alternative treatments for asymptomatic HIV patients. Section 4 presents 
a discussion of the results obtained and draws some conclusions. 

2 Bayesian cost-effectiveness regression models incorporating 
covariates 

2.1 Assumed normality of effectiveness and costs 

Given a sample of N individuals participating in a clinical trial, we obtained 
effectiveness data (E¡) and cost data (C¡) for each patient i, i= l ... N. These N patients 
were given two different types of treatment, termed the control treatment and the new, 
or alternative treatment. 

The results of the clinical trial, in terms of effectiveness and costs, are not determined 
only by the type of treatment received (Xr), and so it is necessary to consider a series 
of possible covariates that may inftuence the above results. Such covariates include 
the patient's age, state of health at the time of the clinical trial, gender and other 
characteristics that depend on the type of clinical trial under analysis (X). We define 
Xas an n x (k +l) matrix of covariates, where each column (X¡) refers to one covariate. 
The first column is a column of ones referring to the constant. 

We seek, therefore, to explain the results obtained (E¡ and C¡), as a linear 
combination of the k covariates considered (the patient's individual characteristics and 
the type of treatment received). For this purpose, we propose a Bayesian multiple linear 
regression model in which the perturbation term (u¡ or v¡) is assumed to be Gaussian, 
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independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) with a mean of O and variances of CTT and 
~ respectively. 

E¡ = /30 + /31 · Xu + /32 · X2,¡ + ... + f3k-1 · Xk-1,i +/3r· Xr,¡ +u¡, (2.1) 

C¡ = oo + 01 · X1,i + 02 · X2,¡ + ... + Ok-1 · Xk-1,i +or · Xr,i + v¡, (2.2) 

where the vectors /3 = (/30,/3i./32, ... ,f3k-1,f3r )' , o = (oo, 01, o2, ... , Ok-1, or)', and the 
accuracy values T 1 = l/ c:ri and T 2 = l/ c:r~ are the parameters of the model. 

The k covariates considered for which data are available need not be explicative of 
both the effectiveness and the costs, and so the above general model could be corrected 
by eliminating those covariates that do not explain effectiveness and cost. 

The first step to be taken in estimating the parameters is to determine the lik:elihood 
function, both of the effectiveness le(Ef./3, r¡) and of the costs lc(Clo, r 2), where E = 
(E¡, ... ,EN)' and C = (C1, ••• ,CN)'. In this stage both costs and effectiveness are 
assumed to present a normal distribution, and so the lik:elihood functions are represented 
by the following expressions: 

(2.3) 

where 
N { T1 } le(Ef./3, r 1) oc T{ exp --;¡(E - Xf3)'(E - X/3) , 

and 

lc(Clo, r2) oc rf exp {-~(C - Xo)'(C - Xo)}. 
Assuming model (2.1)-(2.2) from a Bayesian paint of view, we must specify the 

prior distribution for the 2 · k + 4 parameters of the model. The prior distribution 
represents expert information about the set of model parameters before the sample 
observations are analysed. We propose a normal/gamma form for the base prior 
and assume independence between the coefficients (/3, o) and precisi on terms ( r 1, r 2). 

Obviously, the prior distributions used here are not the only possible choices and indeed, 
their independent conditional conjugate form is a suitable property to be considered by 
an expert. 

where 

and, 

7r(/3, T1) = lre,1(/3) · 1fe,2(T1), 

7r(O, T2) = lrc,1 (o) · lrc,2( T2), 

and 

and 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

The symbols N and {i denote the normal and gamma distributions, respectively, and 
the parameters f3°' v¡ 1' 00' v21' a1' b1' a2 and b2, which determine the prior distribution, 
are defined on the basis of the information available when the analysis begins. Thus, 
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the eliciting process plays an important role, by modelling the available empirical 
or historical evidence by means of the prior distribution (Chaloner and Duncan, 
1983, Chaloner, 1995, Chaloner and Rhame, 2001, Freedman and Spiegelhalter, 1983, 
Kadane, 1980, Kadane and Wolfson, 1995, Kadane and Wolfson, 1998, Winkler, 1967, 
Wolpert, 1989). 

The joint posterior distribution of the parameters (/3, 8, T¡, T2), given the data (E, C), 
can be calculated from equations (2.3-2.5), using Bayes' theorem. 

~-l 
1f(/3, r 11E) oc r 1 

2 exp {-! [r1(E -Xf3)'(E - X/3) + (/3-/P)'V-J.1(/3-/P) + 2b1r 1 ]}, (2.6) 

~-l 
7r(ó, r2IC) oc r 2 

2 exp {-! [r2(C - Xó)'(C - Xó) + (ó - ó°)'V,Z1(ó - ó°) + 2b2r2 ]}. (2.7) 

Inferences about quantities of interest must be based on these posterior distributions. 
Unfortunately, these are not straightforward, thus the Gibbs sampling algorithm, in the 
context of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation seems to be the most 
appropriate (Gelman et al., 1995, Geman and Geman, 1984, Gilks et al., 1996, Tweedie, 
1998). 

The treatment received is defined by means of a dichotomous variable (Xr) that is 
assigned a value of O for the control treatment and a value of l when the treatment 
received is a new treatment. The parameters corresponding to the latter variable 
are simple to interpret. The coefficient of the treatment variable in the effectiveness 
regression model (/3r) is interpreted as the mean increment in effectiveness derived from 
the new treatment in comparison with the control treatment. To obtain the cost increment 
corresponding to the new treatment, it is only necessary to estimate the coefficient ór. 

The posterior cost-effectiveness acceptability curve describes the probability of the 
net benefit presenting positive values, that is, the posterior probability of the new 
treatmente being preferred to the control treatment, for each of the Re considered: 

Q(Rc) = Pr(INB(Rc) >OIE, C). 

2.2 Binary effectiveness 

On many occasions, the effectiveness data are not determined by a quantitative variable. 
An example of this is binary effectiveness, which is measured from a dichotomous 
variable {O, l} depending on whether or not a certain positive event has occurred. 

Let us assume N binary random independent variables and that Y¡, ... , Y N are 
observed, where Y¡ follows a Bernoulli distribution with a probability p¡ of the event 
occurring. This probability p¡ depends on a series of covariates that may be continuous 
or discrete. Let us define a binary regression model in a general way as p¡ = 'H(X;/3), 
i = l, ... , N, where f3 is a vector of unknown parameters with dimension (k + l) x l, 
and X; = (1, X1,¡, X2,¡, ... , Xk,i)' is the vector of the known covariates. The logit model is 
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obtained when we assume that 1f is the logistic distribution. For a classical description 
of binary models, see Cox (1971), Nelder and McCullagh (1989), Maddala (1983) and 
McFadden (1974). 

We now present the application of the logit model to cost-effectiveness studies. We 
describe the model corresponding to effectiveness, the cost model being identical to that 
analysed in Section 2.1. 

We examined a sample of N individuals who took part in a clinical trial involving two 
alternative treatments, in which the effectiveness (E¡) of each was known, i = l, ... , N. 

E¡ - Be(p¡), (2.8) 

where 
¿c;·/3 

p¡ = l+ ¿c;·/3' 
The first step in the Bayesian analysis requires us to consider a likelihood function 

for the data, which in this case is the effectiveness. We apply the logit model, and so the 
likelihood function is specified as follows: 

N N ( exp[X' ·/3] )E¡ ( exp[X' ·/3] )l-E¡ 
t (El8) = n ~¡(l - »I-E¡ = n i l - i (2 9) 

e i=I Pi p, i=I l + exp[X; · /3] l + exp[X; · {3] · 

Having defined the likelihood function, we now propose a flexible model for the 
prior distribution. The normal multivariate distribution for the f3 parameters is flexible 
enough to include a large number of possible prior situations, 

(2.10) 

Estimation of the above binary response model was carried out using Gibbs sampling 
(Cariïn and Polson, 1992, Albert and Chib, 1993). 

We propose the use of the difference in the probability of success between treatments 
(l!i.p) as the measure to analyse the effectiveness. In a logit model the effect of a covariate 
on the probability of success depends on the level of the independents. Under the 
assumption that the sample is representative of the population, we can estimate the 
difference in probabilities of success between control and new treatment for each patient. 
The mean incremental effectiveness is estimated as the mean of the increase in the 
probability of success for the sample. The INB can be calculated as in the previous 
section where the value Re is interpreted as the cost that decision-makers are willing to 
accept in order to increase the probability of success in l%. 

2.3 Skewed cost data: the log-normal model 

The cost data obtained from the data of individual patients in health-care economic 
studies present, for the most part, a strongly asymmetrical distribution. Another 
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characteristic of many cost-effectiveness studies is the small sample size employed. 
These circumstances frequently oblige us to reject the normality assumption described 
in Section 2.1. 

We now describe a model that reflects this skewed cost, using a non-normal 
likelihood function. In this sense, Al and Van Hout (2000) described a Bayesian 
approach to cost-effectiveness analysis showing how costs can be modelled under the 
assumption of a log-normal distribution. Such a distribution is a much more appropriate 
way of reflecting possible cost asymmetries. 

It is now necessary to reformulate the cost model using a log-normal likelihood 
function, by which the cost model described in Section 2.1 is expressed as follows: 

log(C¡) = Oo + 01 · X1,¡ + 02 · X2,i + ... + Ok-1 · Xk-1,i +or· Xr,i +V¡, (2.11) 

where the vector o = (oo, 01, o2 , ••• , Ok-1 ·or)' and T2 = l l~ are the parameters to be 
estimated. 

The likelihood function of the logarithm of the costs lc(log( C)lo, r2) is: 

N { T2 } lc(log(C)lo, r2) oc ri exp - 2 (log(C) - Xo)'(log(C) - Xo) . 

A conditional-conjugate prior distribution is thus the normal-gamma distribution 
defined above: 

(2.12) 

where 

and 

Under the assumption of lognormality, the parameter or cannot be interpreted as the 
incremental cost and it is necessary to search for another means of comparing the two 
treatment options. In this case the ratio of the costs of the new treatment and those of 
the control treatment can be described by a simple expression, one that does not depend 
on the patients' individual characteristics, 

C~ 
--1J = exp(or) 
C¡ 

(2.13) 

where C/ is the cost of a patient i who has received the new treatment, and C? is the cost 
of the same patient i when the control treatment is applied. 

Therefore, values greater than l for exp(or) indicate that the new treatment is more 
costly than the control treatment. Thus, (exp(or) - l) · 100% shows the percentage 
increase in costs arising from the new treatment. 

In comparison with the model described in Section 2.1, the INB presents the 
following expression: 

/NB= (Re)· !h - (exp(or) - l), (2.14) 
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where Re is interpreted as the proportion of the cost increase that the decision-maker is 
willing to accept in order to increase effectiveness by one unit. Positive INB values show 
a preference for the altemative treatment. As in the previous sections, we can construct 
a posterior cost-effectiveness acceptability curve for each value of Re. 

3 Practica! application 

The data used in this section were obtained from a real clinical trial in which a 
comparison was made of two highly active antiretroviral treatment protocols applied 
to asymptomatic HIV patients (COSTVIR study, Pinto et al., 2000). 

We obtained data on the direct costs ( of drugs, medica! visits and diagnostic tests), on 
the effectiveness, based on clinical variables (percentage of patients with no detectable 
virus load) and on health-related life-quality variables, using EuroQol-5D. 

EuroQol-5D is an instrument for the self-evaluation of personal health, consisting of 
fi.ve questions that investigate fi.ve aspects of health-related life quality, based on a visual 
analogue scale (VAS) (Brooks, 1996). 

In this exercise we compared two three-way treatment protocols. The first of these 
(d4T + 3TC + IND) combines the drugs estavudine (d4T), lamivudine (3TC) and 
indinavir (IND); the second treatment protocol (d4T + ddl + IND) combines estavudine 
(d4T), didanosine (ddl) and indinavir (IND). 

1\vo altemative measures of effectiveness were employed. The first of these was 
the improvement in the patient's life quality, measured as the improvement on a visual 
analogue scale (VAS). This scale simulates a thermometer with a mínimum of O and a 
maximum of 100. The O represents the worst health state imaginable, and the 100, the 
bes t. 

The second effectiveness measure considered was the percentage of patients who, 
at the end of the treatment programme, presented undetectable levels of viral load. The 
effectiveness, therefore, can only be expressed as one of two values, either l if the viral 
load is undetectable, otherwise O. 

Table l summarises the statistical data obtained. The d4T + ddl + IND treatment 
is more costly than the d4T + 3TC + IND treatment, by an average of 164.82 euros. 
When the VAS variation is used as the measure of effectiveness, the d4T + ddl + IND 
treatment is more effective because, on average, the patients who received this treatment 
experienced an improvement in their life quality of 4.94 units, while those who were 
given the d4T + 3TC + IND treatment only experienced a VAS improvement of 4.56 
units. However, ifthe percentage of patients experiencing a reduction of the viral load to 
undetectable levels is used as the measure of effectiveness, then a better result is obtained 
for the d4T + 3TC + IND group (68%) than for those who received the altemative 
treatment (66% ). 
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Table l: Statistical summary of costs (in euros) and effectiveness ( change in VAS and 
percentage of patients with undetectable viral load). 

d4T + 3TC + IND d4T + ddl + IND 

Statistical measure Cost Change in %with Cost Change in %with 

95 

VAS undetectable VL VAS undetectable VL 

Mean 7142.44 4.56 0.68 7307.26 4.94 0.66 

Stan. Devn. 1573.98 15.17 0.47 1720.96 13.98 0.48 

N No= 268 N1 =93 

3. 1 Assumption of normality in effectiveness and in costs 

In this section, the increase in the VAS is used as the measure of the effectiveness of 
each treatment protocol. For this purpose, we applied the model described in Section 
2.1, taking into account the effectiveness and cost of the treatment given to each patient, 
the individual characteristics of each patient and his/her clinical situation at the moment 
of the clinical trial. 

The model's explanatory variables are the age, the gentler (value O if the patient is 
male and value l for a female) and the existence of any concomitant illness (cel with a 
value of l if a concomitant illness is present, otherwise O; and cc2 with a value of l if 
two or more concomitant illnesses are present, otherwise O). The concomitant illnesses 
considered were hypertension, cardiovascular disease, allergies, asthma, diabetes, 
gastrointestinal disorders, urinary dysfunction, previous kidney pathology, high levels 
of cholesterol and/or triglycerides, chronic sk:in complaints and depression/anxiety. Also 
included in the model was the time (in months) elapsed since the start of the illness 
until the moment the clinical trial was performed. Finally, we included a dichotomous 
variable (trat) that was assigned avalue of l if the patient received the (d4T + ddl + 
IND) treatment protocol and avalue of O if the (d4T + 3TC + IND) treatment was 
applied. The linear model of the effectiveness and the costs, for the i-th patient is 

E¡= /30 + /31 · age¡ + /32 · gender¡ + {33 ·cel¡+ f34cc2¡ + {35 · start¡ + f3T · trat¡ +u¡, (3.1) 

C¡ = 80 + 81 · age¡ + 82 · gender¡ + 83 · cel¡ + 84cc2¡ + 85 · start¡ + 8T · trat¡ + V¡. (3.2) 

3. 1. 1 Priors 

For a fully Bayesian analysis, we must specify priors for the parameters of interest. The 
COSTVIR study was carried out in 1999 and it is not practica! now to try to elicit the 
prior information. For the purpose of our illustrative analysis, we look at the reasoning 
behind the design of the study as an indication of what prior information we can use. 
For HAART regimens, there were no indications of differences in effectiveness because 
of age or gender. However, they showed better results for patients with concomitant 
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illnesses and for patients in the early stages of the illness. The d4 T + ddl + IND treatment 
was expected to be on average more effective than the d4T + 3TC + IND treatment but 
with a prior interval of probability large enough to include negative values. 

In cost terms, it was expected that the age, the fact to be female and the months 
of illness increase cost of HAART therapies. No effect of the existence of concomitant 
illnesses in cost was expected. Higher cost was expected for the treatment d4T + ddl + 
IND. 

Mean and interval of probability were asked to the experts in an elicitation process 
to obtain the prior mean and variance of the parameters of interest. Diffuse information 
is assumed for the precision terms. Then, the prior elicitation is implemented by using 
the following parameter assignments: 

¡jJ =(O, O, O, 5, 10, -0.5, 2), V1 = diag(l010, l, l, 6.25, 6.25, O.Ol, 2.25), 

ó° = (O, 10, 200, O, O, 5, 200), V2 = diag(l 010, 25, 2500, 625, 625, 6.25, 2500), 

a1 = 0.5, b1 = O, a2 = 0.5, and b2 = O. 

3. 1.2 Results 

For all models, simulations were done using WinBUGS (Spiegelhalter et al., 1999). A 
total of 50000 iterations were carried out, after a bum-in period of 10000 iterations. The 
codes are available from authors upon request. Table 2 shows the posterior estimation 
of the parameters. 

Table 2: Posterior statistics and symmetrical interval of probability at 95% (normal 
model). 

Mean Standard deviation 95%CI 

/30 0.9514 3.9213 (-6.6991, 8.6842) 

/31 0.05458 0.1072 (-0.1549, 0.2629) 

/32 -0.3023 0.8701 (-2.0084, 1.3882) 

f33 3.5431 1.4382 (0.7186, 6.3673) 

f34 9.5387 1.7963 (6.0183, 13.0518) 

f35 -0.005698 0.008184 (-0.02176, 0.01038) 

f3T 1.4080 1.1471 (-0.8494, 3.6707) 

60 6673.4 194.9 (6287.3, 7052.7) 
6¡ 9.1532 4.6151 (0.0483, 18.2076) 

62 199.31 48.36 (103.84, 293.35) 

63 2.4683 24.7677 (-46.2720, 50.9167) 

64 -1.0110 24.9816 (-49.7648, 48.3937) 

65 1.0614 0.8412 (-0.5928, 2.7221) 

6T 198.80 48.56 (103.39, 293.91) 

Let us begin by analysing the effectiveness model. The age and gender coefficients 
(/31 and/h) are not statistically relevant, which means that these covariates do not affect 
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the final results for effectiveness. The existence of concomitant illnesses favours an 
increase in the patient's VAS, as shown by the positive signs of the corresponding 
coefficients. The months elapsed between the start of the illness and the moment of 
the clinical trial do not seem to affect the final effectiveness results. 

The /3r coefficient indicates the incremental effectiveness of the new treatment. 
The coefficient has a value of 1.4080, which indicates that the patients who received 
the three-way treatment (d4T + ddl + IND), under conditions of ceteris paribus, 
reported an increase in their health state evaluation an average of 1.4080 units greater 
than the patients who were given the alternative treatment. Nevertheless, the 95% 
probability interval includes both positive and negative values, and so we cannot claim 
that the difference between the two treatment protocols, with regard to effectiveness, is 
statistically relevant. From the posterior marginal distribution of the /3r coefficient, it 
can be said that there exists a probability of 88.8% that the (d4T + ddl + IND) treatment 
is more effective than the (d4T + 3TC + IND) treatment. 

With regard to costs, we found that the (d4T + ddl + IND) treatment is more 
expensive than the alternative, by an average of 198.80 euros, with an interval of 
probability of (103.39, 293.91). 

The incremental cost-eff ectiveness ratio is calculated as the ratio of the increases in 
cost and effectiveness (lidf3T ). In the present study, the ICER was found to be 290.21. 
Figure l shows the joint posterior distribution of the incremental costs and effectiveness 
measured. 
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Figure l: ]oint posterior distribution of costs and incremental ejfectiveness (normal model). 
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In addition to the ICER, we obtained the value of the incremental net benefit (INB). 
Figure 2 shows the probability that the INB is positive for every possible value of Rco 
that is, the cost-effectiveness acceptability curve. 
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Figure 2: Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve (normal model). 

At a willingness to pay of 141.89 euros or mare, the decision-mak:er prefers the 
altemative treatment (d4T + 3TC + IND), because the probability of this preference is 
greater than 50%. 

3.2 Binary effectiveness 

We now consider the possibility of the effectiveness being measured by means of a 
binary variable, that is, the percentage of patients who, given a certain treatment option, 
achieve undetectable levels of viral load. 

Table l shows that 68% ofthe patients achieved undetectable levels ofviral load with 
the (d4T + 3TC + IND) treatment, versus 66% of those given the (d4T + ddl + IND) 
treatment. We now apply the logit regression model described in Section 2.2. This model 
enables us to determine whether the differences between the two treatment groups are 
due to the treatment itself or to individual characteristics of the patients. 

The odds ratio (OR) is the most common measurement used to compare the 
probability of success between two categories of a qualitative variable in a logit model 
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(Deeks, 1998). Its main advantage over alternative measurements comparing treatments 
is its ability to measure independently of individual patient characteristics. Thus, when 
two categories l and O, of a dichotomous variables are compared, indicating here the 
type of treatment received, the odds ratio is obtained as the relative probability of the 
success ratio between categories. Thus the final value obtained does not depend on the 
remaining individual patient characteristics: 

pf 
l - p~ 

OR= --0 -
1 = exp(/h). 

P¡ 
(3.3) 

l - P? 
where pf is the probability of success of a patient i who has received the new treatment, 
and P? is the probability of success of the same patient i who has received the control. 

Values greater than l for the odds ratio reflect a preference for the new treatment, 
as the relative probability of improvement is greater than in the case of the control 
treatment. The odds ratio has a very intuitive practica! consideration, and the decision
maker who has a good statistical training should bave no problem to assess it. We 
propose to use this feature in the elicitation process as shown in the following. 

3.2. 1 Priors 

We include prior information about the value of the coefficients of the logit model. 
However, the coefficients bave not a natural interpretation to be elicited. For that reason 
we asked the experts the prior beliefs about the mean and variance of the odds ratio for 
each covariate. 

Assuming that the prior distribution of the vector of coefficients f3 is normal, the 
prior distribution of the odds ratio is log-normal. Thus, we can elicit the prior mean and 
variance using the following relationship: 

where log -N denotes the log-normal distribution and the two fust moments are: 

lE[ORk] =OR~ = expU3?c + v4~/2), 

Var[ORk] = V0~ = exp(2 · ~ + V¡ 1
) · (exp(V¡1

) - l). 
k,k k,k k,k 

The experts bave prior information about the mean and variance of odds ratios. 
Solving the previous system of equations we can obtain prior information about the 
coefficients {3. 

Before the study was carried out, the experts expected lower probabilities to achieve 
undetectable viral load for women ( odds ratio of 0.8), patients with concomitant 
illnesses (odds ratios of 0.7 and 0.5 for cel and cc2) and for each additional month 
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of illness ( odds ratio of 0.8). It is necessary to comment on the different signs of the 
coefficient for concomitant illnesses for the two measures of effectiveness considered. 
The HAART regimens improve the quality of life of the patients with concomitant 
illnesses attenuating the effect of these illnesses. However, the existence of these 
concomitant illnesses supposes an inconvenience in the goal of achieving undetectable 
viral load. There was no prior information about the difference between treatments. A 
small value of O.Ol was assigned to the prior variance for all the odds ratios. Then, the 
prior elicitation is implemented by using the following parameter assignments: 

¡jJ =(O, O, -0.2301, -0.3667, -0.7124, -0.2301, O), 

and 
V1 = diag(l010

, 1010
, 0.0154, 0.02, 0.0385, 0.0154, 1010

). 

3.2.2 Results 

Table 3 shows some posterior moments of the parameters for the effectiveness regression 
estimated by means of MCMC simulation techniques. 

Table 3: Posterior statistics and symmetrical interval of probability at 95% (binary 
ejfectiveness ). 

Mean Standard deviation 95%CI 

/30 1.5281 0.6020 (0.3998, 2.7534) 

/31 -0.0127 0.0162 (-0.0454, 0.0181) 

/32 -0.3174 0.1109 (-0.5359, -0.0972) 

{33 -0.3728 0.1244 (-0.6102, -0.1276) 

/34 -0.7451 0.1709 (-1.0760, -0.4078) 

{35 -0.000402 0.001304 (-0.002807, 0.002327) 

/3T -0.0367 0.2589 (-0.5392, 0.4722) 

exp(/3T) 0.9968 0.2631 (0.5832, 1.6041) 
!J.p -0.002285 0.014085 (-0.030341, 0.024540) 

The relative risk measure is usually employed to compare categories in logit discrete 
choice models. This measure is obtained by determining the ratio of the relative 
probabilities of success and failure of two categories. With regard to the type of 
treatment received, a patient given the (d4T + ddl + IND) treatment has an odds ratio 
of reducing the viral load to undetectable levels of 99.7% with respect to another, with 
the same characteristics, who receives the (d4T + 3TC + IND) treatment. There is a 
probability of 44.7% that the new treatment (d4T + ddl + IND) is more effective than 
the first-named one (d4T + 3TC + IND). The regression coefficients corresponding to 
the costs are the same as in the previous section. 
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Figure 3: Joint posterior distribution of costs and relative risk (binary ejfectiveness). 
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Figure 4: Cost-ejfectiveness acceptability curve (binary ejfectiveness). 
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Besides the odds ratio, we estimate the mean difference in the probability of 
success between treatments. The mean incremental change in probability is estimated 
as -0.229%, with a Bayesian interval of (-3.03%, 2.45% ). 

Figure 3 shows the joint posterior distribution of the increase in probability and of 
the incremental cost. 
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The cost-effectiveness acceptability curve is shown in Figure 4. From the cost
effectiveness acceptability curve, we see that the new treatment (d4T + ddl + IND) 
is not preferred, in all cases, to the control treatment (d4T + 3TC + IND). 

3.3 Cost asymmetry: log-normal model 

Most statistical models assume normality in effectiveness and in costs (O'Hagan et al., 
2001, O'Hagan and Stevens, 2002). In practice, however, costs tend to present severe 
asymmetry, and this should be ta.k:en into account in the analysis. Evidence of skewing 
is shown in Figure 5, which contains a histogram of the residuals from the normal 
model of Section 3.1. Due to this skewness, it is more appropriate to consider a log
transformation. The analysis of the effectiveness is similar to that of Section 3.1. 
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Figure 5: Histogram of residuals ofthe normal model. 

The coefficients of the log-normal model does not bave a natural interpretation and 
it is necessary to search for another means of comparing the effect of a covariate. In 
this case, the ratio of the costs of having or not a characteristic can be described by the 
exponential of the coefficient. We use this property to define our prior information: 

( _ C(Xk = l) _ C(Xk = l) - C(Xk =O) +l_ /!:,.C +l 
exp ók) - C(Xk = O) - C(Xk = O) - C(Xk = O) ' 

where C(Xk = l) is the cost of a patient in the treatment group and C(Xk =O) is the cost 
of a patient in the reference group. 
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3.3.1 Priors 

We can elicit the prior mean and variance of the exponential of each coefficient f3 
using the prior information shown in Section 3.1. 

E(/1C) 
lE[exp(ok)] = C(Xk = O) + l and 

Var(/1C) 
Var[exp(ok)] = (C(Xk = 0))2 . 

Using as C(Xk = O) the sample mean of the cost for the reference group we obtain the 
prior mean and variance for the exponential of the coefficients. For continuous covariates 
as age or start we use as reference group the total of the sample. With this information 
and similarly to the previous section we can obtain the prior information about the 
coefficients: 

and 

[fJ =(O, 1.39060 · 10-3, 2.76073 · 10-2, -6.12301 · 10-6 , -6.02103 · 10-6, 

·6.93488. 10-3' 2.75936. 10-2), 

Vi= diag(1010,4.80952 · 10-7,4.64127·10-5,1.22460·10-5,1.20421·10-5, 

·l.19405. 10-1,4.63492. 10-5). 

3.3.2 Results 

The new treatment is 2.78% mare expensive than the control one, with an interval of 
probability of 95% of (1.48%, 4.06% ). 

Table 4: Posterior statistics and symmetrical interval of probability at 95% ( log-normal 
model). 

Mean Standard deviation 95%CI 

c5o 8.785 0.02294 (8.74, 8.829) 
Ó ¡ 0.000961 0.000585 (-0.000190, 0.002107) 
c52 0.02548 0.006382 (0.01285, 0.03784) 

c53 0.000862 0.003448 (-0.005887, 0.007592) 
c54 -0.000138 0.003429 (-0.00685, 0.006563) 

c55 0.000423 0.0000858 (0.000259, 0.000596) 

c5r 0.027411 0.006416 (0.0147, 0.03977) 

exp(c5r) - l 0.02781 0.006594 (0.01481, 0.04057) 

Figure 6 shows the joint posterior distribution of the incremental effectiveness and 
the relative incremental cost (exp(ór) - l). 
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The cost-effectiveness acceptability curve is shown in Fig. 7. 
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Figure 7: Cost-ejfectiveness acceptability curve (log-normal model). 
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The critica} value is 0.019353. When the decision-maker is prepared to increase 
costs by 1.9353% or more in order to increase effectiveness by one unit, then the new 
treatment (d4T + ddl + IND) will be preferred. If we take the cost of the control 
treatment as its mean value (7142.44 euros), an increase of 1.9353% is equivalent to 
138.23 euros. In Section 3.1, with the assumption of normality, this critical value was 
calculated to be 141.89 euros. The greater the degree of asymmetry in costs, the greater 
is the divergence between the results obtained by the normality assumption and the log
normal assumption. 

4 Conclusions 

This paper presents a flexible methodology to carry out cost-effectiveness analysis, 
developed from a Bayesian perspective. The assumption common to all models is that 
the effectiveness and cost differences between alternative treatment aptians may not be 
due solely to the type of treatment received. Sample differences between the groups 
given one or other of the two treatments may be relevant and influence the final results 
for effectiveness and cost. Therefore, a valid comparison of two alternative treatments is 
only possible if we are able to isolate the effect of the type of treatment received on the 
variables of interest (effectiveness and cost). In order to achieve this, we must create 
a regression model that includes the other explanatory variables and a dichotomous 
variable that is assigned a value of O or l depending on the type of treatment received. 
On the basis of these models, we can generate the different cost-effectiveness decision
making measures described in the literature. 

The initial model is normal-normal, in which both effectiveness and costs are 
assumed to follow a normal distribution. This assumption may be justified by the central 
limit theorem, in the case of large sample sizes. 

However, on some occasions the effectiveness measure is not determined by a 
quantitative variable. For example, effectiveness may be measured by whether or not 
a certain objective has been achieved. Taking this into account, we bave developed an 
alternative model that uses the difference in the probability of success as measure of 
effectiveness. 

Moreover, costs often present severely asymmetrical distributions, or the sample size 
may be limited, which would invalidate the assumption of normality. In such cases, it is 
necessary to assume an alternative cost distribution, one that is flexible to the existence 
of extreme values. Such a requirement is met by the log-normal distribution, and the 
ratio of costs is then used to compare different treatments. 

All the models described here bave been developed from a Bayesian perspective, 
which enables us to incorporate prior information (if it exists) in a natural, flexible 
way, and to interpret the results in terms of probability. For the purposes of our 
illustrative analysis, we obtained prior information from the consensus of the experts 
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wbo participated in tbe study. A different elicitation process is proposed for eacb model, 
and tbis process plays an important role in tbe analysis of the results. For future researcb 
more efforts bave to be carried out to elicit tbe prior information and to analyse tbe 
robustness of tbe models. The cost-effectiveness acceptability curve is sbown to be a 
natural measure and one tbat is easy for the decision-mak:er to interpret. 
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Resum 

La major part de les publicacions que comparen diverses opcions de tractament, es redueixen a 
comparar els resultats (eficàcia i cost) obtingudes per cada grup. Aquest treball proposa la incorporació 
d'altres característiques dels pacients en l'anàlisi. La major part dels estudis duts a terme en aquest 
context suposen que tant el cost com l'eficàcia són normals. A la pràctica les dades no sempre es 
distribueixen d'acord amb aquesta hipòtesi. Cal desenvolupar models alternatius. En aquest article 
presentem un model general que incorpora una mesura de l'eficàcia binària i un cost asimètric. En 
un aplicació pràctica, comparem dos tractaments antiretrovirals altament actius donats a pacients VIH 
asimptomàtics. Proposem un model logit on l'eficàcia es mesura d'acord amb si s'ha aconseguit un 
determinat propòsit inicial. Per a aquest model, la mesura per comparar els tractaments es la diferència 
en la probabilitat d'èxit. 

A més, les dades de cost són usualment asimètriques cap a la dreta. Proposem usar la transformació 
logarítmica per a dur a terme el model de regressió. Els tres models es condueixen demostrant els 
avantatges d'aquest model. La corba d'acceptabilitat cost-eficàcia s'utilitza com a mesura per prendre 
les decisions. 

MSC: 62F15, 62H12, 62P10 

Paraules clau: anàlisis baiesiana, eficàcia-Cost, Markov chain Monte Cario (MCMC), distribucions de 
cost asimètriques 
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STATISTICAL INFERENCE FOR ERGODIC D/F FUSION PROCESSES 

Yury A. Kutoyans 

Springer-Verlag, London, 2004 
481 pages 

This book presents an introduction to the large sample theory of statistical inference for 
one-dimensional homogeneous ergodic diffusion processes. That is, given the model 

dX, = S (X,)dt + o-(X,)dW, 

the book considers several problems of estimation of the trend coefficient S (x). The 
diffusion coefficient o- is supposed to be always known and positive. 

Then it is a book on statistical inference for continuous time stochastic processes. This 
has to be seen as a branch of Mathematical Statistics, and clearly attracts every year 
more and more attention of researchers, interested in its wide range of applications 
that covers biomedical sciences, economies, genetic analysis, mechanics, physics and 
especially financial mathematics. 

This book contains many recent results and most of them appear for the first time in a 
book. The statements of the problems are in the spirit of classical mathematical statistics 
and special attention is paid to asymptotically efficient procedures. 

In practice, in estimating continuous time models we bave two types of errors. One due 
to the statistical nature of continuous time observations and the other is a consequence 
of approximation of continuous data by discrete data. If discrete observations are taken 
sufficiently dense, the second error is negligible with respect to the first one. Then this 
fact justifies this inference theory. 

Chapter l, Diffusion Processes and Statistical Problems is a summary of the required 
basic concepts of Diffusion Processes, Limit Theorems and Statistical Inference. 

Chapter 2, Parameter Estimation is devoted to parametric estimation: maximum 
likelihood, bayesian, minimum distance, moments, ... 

Chapter 3, Special Models, studies in detail partial observed systems and cusp, delay 
and change point estimation. 



Chapter 4, Nonparametric estimation, is devoted to distribution function and density 
estimation, and also semiparametric estimation. 

Chapter 5, Hypothesis Testing, is devoted to parametric and nonparametric tests, and 
includes also goodness of fit test. 

The book also contains historical remarks and a good list of references. 

Josep Vives 

Departament de Matemàtiques 

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona 

Spain 



PART/AL IDENTIFICATION ON PROBABIUTY DISTRIBUTIONS 

Charles F. Manski 

Springer Series in Statistics, 2003 
178 pages 

This book deals with statistical inference based on data and assumptions that only 
partially identify population parameters. Its origin is the research of the author on partia! 
identification of probability distributions, started in the late 1980s on nonparametric 
regression analysis with missing outcome data, and continued by investigating more 
general incomplete data situations. 

The chosen approach to statistical inference is nonparametric analysis, that enables us to 
learn from the available data without imposing additional assumptions on the population 
distribution (assumptions that are not often well motivated) and to know about the 
limitations of the data in order to support inferences about the population parameters. 

This book complements an earlier book of the same author, entitled "Identification 
Problems in the Social Sciences" (Manski, 1995), that introduces in an accessible way 
the principies of partia! identification to students and researchers in the social sciences. 
The present book develops this subject in a more rigorous manner, with the aim of 
providing the foundations for further studies by statisticians and econometricians. 

The background needed to follow the contents of the book is only elementary probability 
theory, especially the Law of Total Probability and Bayes Theorem. At the end of each 
chapter there is some complements and endnotes to place it in context and to provide 
historical perspective. The first endnote of each chapter cites its sources, basically 
research articles of the author, alone or with co-authors, until 2002. 

There is a common structure in every chapter: first of all, the sampling processes 
are specified which generate the available data; then the question is considered of 
what can be said of population parameters without imposing restrictive assumptions 
on the population distribution, by obtaining the set-valued identification region 
containing the parameters. Finally, it is studied the possibility that these identification 
regions may shrink if certain assumptions on the population distribution are imposed, 
such as statistical independence and monotonicity assumptions. The complementary 



approach which begins with some point-identifying assumption and then examine how 
identification becomes more partia! as the assumption is weakened, is not considered 
here. This last approach is referred to as sensitivity, perturbation or robustness analysis, 
and has been followed by Rosenbaum (1995) and Robins (1999) among others. 

Chapter l, "Missing Outcomes", deals with the problem of identification by using only 
empirical evidence, when the data are generated by random sampling and some outcome 
realizations are not observable at all. It is also considered the generalization to cases 
in which data from multiple sampling processes are available, and where outcomes 
that are observable under some sampling processes may be missing under others; the 
objective is then to combine data generated by the sampling processes to learn as much 
as possible about the population distribution. Sometimes the real situation for empirical 
researchers is the intermediate one, corresponding to the partial knowledge that the 
realization belongs to a set-valued identification region. This case is studied at the end 
of the chapter. 

Chapter 2, "Instrumental Variables", treats the use of instrumental variables in the 
formulation of distributional assumptions that help to identify the distribution of 
outcomes. Some of such assumptions imply point identification, whereas others bave 
less identifying power and, possibly, more credibility. The supposition that data are 
missing-at-random (MAR) is one of such assumptions, that is weakened to the mean
missing-at-random assumption (MMAR). Another interesting assumption is the mean 
independence of outcomes of an instrumental variable (Ml). 

A large part of statistical practice aims to predict outcomes conditional on covariates. 
In practice it is common to bave missing outcomes and/or covariates. While analysis of 
chapters l and 2 extends immediately to inference on conditional outcome distributions 
when the conditioning event is always observed, in Chapter 3, entitled "Conditional 
Prediction with Missing Data", the case of data on outcomes and/or conditioning events 
missing is considered. Therefore, Chapters l, 2 and 3 form a unit on prediction with 
missing outcome and/or covariates. 

Chapters 4, "Contaminated Outcomes", and 5, "Regressions, Short and Long", form 
a unit on decomposition of finite mixtures. Inference on the components of finite 
probability mixtures has application in distinct areas, as contaminated sampling, 
ecological inference and regression with missing covariate data, that is the problem 
that originally motivates the author in his research. In fact, Chapter 4 deals with 
the mixture model of data errors, that presents the available data as realizations of 
a probability mixture of an error-free realization and a data-error (that imperfectly 
measures the variable of interest). On the other hand, Chapter 5 studies the problem 
of ecological inference, that is well known by the social scientists who aim to 
predict outcomes conditional on (two) covariates. lt uses the terminology short 
regression (respectively, long regression) from Goldberger (1991), that corresponds to 



the conditional expectation of the outcome with respect to one covariate (respectively, 
with respect both covariates). 

The analysis of the response-based sampling, often motivated by practica} 
considerations as cost reduction, is treated in Chapter 6, entitled "Response-based 
Sampling". The response-based sampling consists on divide the population into some 
sub-populations or strata, according to the values of the outcome (response) and sample 
at random within each stratum. lt is particularly effective, for instance, in generating 
observations of serious diseases, as ili persons are clustered in treatment centres. 

Chapter 7, "Analysis of Treatment Response", and the next chapters form a unit 
on the study of the problem of missing outcomes given by the non-observability of 
counteifactual outcomes in empirical analysis of treatment response. In studies of 
treatment response, treatments are mutually exclusive, so it is not possible to observe 
the outcomes that an experimental unit would experience under other treatment that 
its own. This study starts with Chapter 7 and is continued in Chapter 8, "Monotone 
Treatment Response", that considers the situation in which there exist consistent reasons 
to believe that outcomes vary monotonically with the intensity of the treatment. Chapter 
9, "Monotone Instrumental Variables", studies identification of mean treatment response 
under distributional assumptions weaker (and more credible) that the assumption of 
independence between outcomes and instrumental variables. The last chapter is Chapter 
l O, "The Mixing Problem", and studies prediction of outcomes when treatment, unlike 
the three previous chapters, may vary within the group of experimental units who share 
the same value of the covariates. In this sense, it is a extrapolation from classical 
randomized experiments (that does not point-identify outcome distributions under rules 
in which treatment may vary within groups ). 

Rosario Delgado 

Departament de Matemàtiques 

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona 

Spain 
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